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Preface 

This document describes the extensions to standard SQL-92 that you can use with Zizo. 

Document history 

Date Version Description 

11 Sep 2017 1.0 Document fully reviewed and released as version 1.0. 

 

Document conventions for SQL syntax 

The SQL query syntax shown in this document uses the following conventions: 

Syntax element Details 

literal value Where you see text in this font, with no brackets or italics, you 
must supply the text exactly as shown. 

<value required> Where you see a value in italics, within angle brackets <>, you 
must supply the required value. 

[optional parameter] Anything shown within square brackets [] is optional. If you see 
one set of square brackets within another, you can only use the 
inner parameter if you also use the outer parameter. 

<value1> | <value2> Where you see two values separated by a pipe (|), you can use 

either of the values, as they are equally valid. 
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Introduction 

Support for SQL-92 in Zizo 

Supported SQL statements 

Zizo SQL supports SQL-92, with some extensions that have been added on an ad hoc basis as they 
have been needed. This document gives details of those extensions, with examples where relevant. 
Some of these extensions are available in specific implementations of SQL, such as MySQL or 
Microsoft SQL Server. Other extensions are unique to Zizo SQL and have been introduced to make it 
easier to write queries that would otherwise be very complex to structure. 

Unsupported SQL statements 

Zizo uses a query-only database, so Zizo SQL supports the SQL SELECT statement. It does not support 
statements that make changes to the database, such as: 

• DELETE 

• INSERT 

• UPDATE 

Zizo extensions to SQL-92 

Querying the type of a field 

Zizo SQL includes a "FIELDS OF" SQL extension that enables you to get information about a field, 
such as the data type and, where relevant, its precision and scale. The "fields" might be the columns 
in a table or the values returned by a query. For details, see Querying the Type of a Field on page 7. 

Selecting the TOP/BOTTOM n rows 

Zizo SQL supports the "TOP n" and "BOTTOM n" extensions that are available in some 
implementations of SQL, such as SQL Server and Transact-SQL. These enable you to request a 
specified number of rows from either the top or the bottom of your query results. For details, see 
Selecting the TOP/BOTTOM n Rows on page 10. 

Selecting the TOP n rows in each group 

An extension has been added to Zizo SQL to provide a relatively easy way to compute the top or 
bottom n rows in each group of results, for queries that include a GROUP BY statement. This 
extension is "TOP n IN" or "BOTTOM n IN". Zizo SQL also supports the syntax with a percentage. 
This enables you to request things like the top 10% from each group, or the bottom 5%. For details, 
see Selecting the TOP/BOTTOM n Rows in Each Group on page 12. 
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Exporting query results 

Zizo SQL supports the export of query results in various different formats, using the "EXPORT 
<query> AS" syntax. You can choose from the following export formats: 

• CSV 

• VIEW 

• ZIZO/ZZDB 

• UNION/ZZMF 

See Exporting Query Results on page 17. 

Creating conditional aggregates 

Zizo SQL includes an extension that allows you to add a “WHERE” clause to an aggregate, to give a 
conditional aggregate. The conditional aggregate runs only on the subset of the data that satisfies 
the condition. This enables you to perform variance queries, but is also useful in other types of query. 
For details, see Creating a Conditional Aggregate on page 36. 

Extending column identifiers using Object Oriented notation 

Zizo SQL includes the ability to extend a column identifier, using Object Oriented notation, so that 
you can perform an operation on the values of the column associated with that identifier. The 
available operations depend on the type of the column. 

For example, the standard SQL SUBSTRING() function requires you to specify the start position and 
the length of the interval to fetch, i.e. SUBSTRING(<string>,<start_position>,<length>)). 
When using substring() in Java, you specify either a start position on its own, or a start position 
and an end position. If you want this behaviour, you need to write the SUBSTRING in the Object 
Oriented notation, i.e.: <string>.substring(<start_position>[,<end_position>)). 

For details and examples, see Extending Column Identifiers on page 39. 

Finding maximum and minimum values 

Zizo SQL includes the ability to find all rows containing the maximum or minimum value of a field or 
expression. These extensions are "IS MAXIMISED" and "IS MINIMISED". 

Similarly, you can use "IS FIRST MAXIMISED" and "IS FIRST MINIMISED" to return only the 
first row with the maximum or minimum value of a field or expression, rather than all rows. 

See Finding Maximum and Minimum values on page 41. 

Using square brackets [ ] as identifier protectors 

Zizo SQL supports the use of "[]" (square brackets) around identifiers in queries to protect any 
identifiers that contain spaces or other special characters, or any that are keywords or reserved 
words. This support enables a query that originates from other implementations of SQL, such as 
Microsoft SQL Server, to be executed in Zizo without needing to be modified. For details, see Using 
Square Brackets [ ] as Identifier Protectors on page 45. 
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Taking a random sample of data 

Zizo SQL supports the ability to create a summary table containing a random sample of the data in a 
Zizo table. You provide the sample size and a random number seed, then Zizo uses those values to 
select a random set of records. You can also request a weighted random sample where the 
probability that a value is chosen is proportional to the number of rows that the value appears in. For 
details, see Using IN to Take a Random Sample on page 48. 

Supported date and time functions 

Zizo SQL supports some useful date and time functions that are supported in other implementations 
of SQL, such as Transact-SQL. These are: 

• DATEDIFF 

• DATEADD 

• DATEPART 

• DAY 

• MONTH 

• YEAR 

For details, see Date and Time Functions on page 51. 

NULL comparisons 

NULL-safe equals 

Zizo SQL supports the "<=>" (NULL-safe equals) operator that is available in MySQL. This performs an 

equality comparison like "=" (equals), but returns '1' rather than NULL if both operands are NULL, 
and '0' rather than NULL if one operand is NULL. Using this operator, where applicable, can 

significantly improve query performance. For details, see Using the NULL-safe Equals Operator on 
page 56. 

IFNULL 

Zizo SQL supports the "IFNULL" function that is available in MySQL. This function returns the first 
expression if that is not NULL, otherwise it returns the second expression. For details, see Using the 
IFNULL Function on page 57. 

ISNULL 

Zizo SQL supports the "ISNULL" function that is available in Transact-SQL. This function replaces 
NULL with the specified replacement value. For details, see Using the ISNULL Function on page 58. 
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COALESCE 

Zizo SQL supports the "COALESCE" function that is widely supported in different implementations of 
SQL. This function returns the first non-null value from a list of fields or expressions. For details, see 
Using the COALESCE Function on page 59. 

Evaluating the similarity of strings 

Zizo SQL supports two useful string functions that are available in Transact-SQL. These functions are 
based on how the strings sound when spoken and enable you to evaluate their similarity. They are: 

• SOUNDEX 

• DIFFERENCE 

For details, see String Similarity Functions on page 61. 

Supported JOIN Functions 

Zizo SQL supports various useful join types that are not part of standard SQL, as summarised below. 

Cross Apply 

The Hull release of Zizo introduced support for "CROSS APPLY". This is a variation on CROSS JOIN, 
which returns all possible pairings between the left and right tables. With CROSS APPLY you also 
include a guard with the join. The CROSS APPLY tells Zizo that you want a CROSS JOIN between 
the two tables, but only want the rows that satisfy the condition. For details, see Using Cross Apply 
on page 63. 

Triangle Join 

Zizo SQL supports a "TRIANGLE JOIN". This is a form of CROSS JOIN that joins each pairing only 
once, ignoring pairings where the indexes are reversed. For details, see Using a Triangle Join on page 
65. 

Local Cross Join 

Zizo SQL supports a "LOCAL CROSS JOIN". This is a way of limiting the size of a join by assuming 
that some appropriate ordering has been applied to the data on the left and right, and then only 
joining rows that are "close together". For details, see Using Local Cross Join on page 68. 

First Join 

Zizo SQL supports a "FIRST JOIN" statement to enable you to identify those elements on the left 
that have any matches on the right. A FIRST JOIN joins a row on the left to the first row that 
matches on the right, then moves on to the next row. For details, see Using First Join on page 72. 
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First Left Join 

Zizo SQL supports a "FIRST LEFT JOIN", which combines a FIRST JOIN with a LEFT OUTER 
JOIN. In this type of join each row on the left is joined only to the first matching row on the right, 
and any rows on the left that don’t match any on the right are joined to null values. This means that 
the size of the join has exactly the same number of rows as the table on the left of the join. For 
details, see Using First Left Join on page 74. 

Orphan Join 

In an SQL join, an "orphan" is a row on the left that fails to join with any row on the right. In standard 
SQL-92 these "orphan" rows are not returned. The Hull release of Zizo introduced support for an 
"ORPHAN JOIN" to make these orphan rows easily available. For details, see Using an Orphan Join 
on page 76. 

Creating Functions 

Zizo SQL allows you to define your own functions and then use them as part of subsequent SQL 
statements. For details, see Creating and Using a Function on page 78. 

Creating Measures Sets 

Zizo SQL allows you to create Measures Sets to simplify the maintenance and readability of SQL code. 
Measures allow you to break down a large SQL statement into a sequence of smaller statements that 
are easier to understand and test. 

The Measures Set statements are: 

• CREATE MEASURES SET 

• ADD MEASURE 

• SELECT MEASURES SET 

• INLINE MEASURE 

• HIDE MEASURE 

For details of how to use these statements, see Creating and Using Measures Sets on page 79. 

Temporary Registration of a Table or View 

To query a table or view using SQL, that table or view needs to be registered in Zizo. If you create a 
temporary table or view, you can register it temporarily so that you can access it in subsequent SQL 
statements, then unregister it when you have finished using it. 

The commands to do this are: 

• REGISTER 

• UNREGISTER 

For details, see Registering a Temporary Table or View on page 85. 
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Extension to the UNION syntax 

Zizo SQL supports an extension to the "UNION" syntax that enables you to UNION two tables and 
then apply your query to the results of the union. For details, see Zizo Extension to the UNION Syntax 
on page 87. 

Selecting a column as a list of rows 

Zizo SQL allows you to return a list object that contains all the rows from a selected column. You can 
then use a range of different functions on that object. For details, see Using the Zizo ROWS() 
Aggregate on page 89. 

Selecting the commonest item in a group 

Zizo SQL supports the ability to execute a simple SQL query to enable you to find the commonest 
item in a group. For details, see Using the Zizo Commonest() Aggregate on page 90. 

Generating a forecast 

Zizo SQL supports a "FORECAST" statement that provides the ability to make a forecast of future 
data values based on the values in a list. You can create a forecast for a single value, a number of 
steps, or a number of steps based on a given time period. For details, see Generating a Forecast on 
page 95. 

Loading a jar file to extend processing capabilities 

Zizo SQL allows you to load a selected jar file into the environment before running a piece of SQL, to 
extend the processing capabilities of your SQL queries. For details, see Using a jar File to Extend 
Processing Capabilities on page 104. 

Support for ODBC 3.0 escape sequences 

Zizo SQL supports ODBC 3.0 escape sequences, so Zizo queries can contain ODBC escaped syntax 
directly. The Zizo Database Service can therefore execute queries originating from an ODBC client, as 
well as queries containing ODBC escaped syntax. For further information, see ODBC 3.0 Escape 
Sequences on page 106. 
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Querying the Type of a Field 

Bloomfire article: https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1079322-using-sql-to-query-the-type-of-a-field 

SQL Extension: FIELDS OF 

This section describes the FIELDS OF SQL extension that enables you to get information about the 
data type of a field. 

Querying the columns in the registry 

You can query a list of the columns in the registry using a query of the form: 

SELECT <columns> 

     FROM INFORMATION_SCHEMA.COLUMNS 

     WHERE TABLE_NAME='<table_name>'; 

For example, you could submit the query: 

SELECT TABLE_CATALOG,TABLE_SCHEMA,TABLE_NAME,COLUMN_NAME,DATA_TYPE 

     FROM INFORMATION_SCHEMA.COLUMNS 

     WHERE TABLE_NAME='policies'; 

The first few rows returned for this example are: 

zizo,training,policies,company_no,INTEGER 
zizo,training,policies,policy_source,VARCHAR(4096) 
zizo,training,policies,commercial_branch,VARCHAR(4096) 
zizo,training,policies,policy_no,REAL 
zizo,training,policies,endorsment_no,INTEGER 
zizo,training,policies,premium_no,INTEGER 
... 

This type of query gives you the required information for a Zizo table, but does not work for a 
temporary table or for the result of another query. Zizo SQL therefore supports a "FIELDS OF" 
extension, which enables you to do this. 

Using FIELDS OF 

In Zizo you can use the FIELDS OF syntax to obtain data type and name information. The basic 
syntax is: 

SELECT <columns> FROM FIELDS OF '<table name>'; 

For example: 

SELECT * FROM FIELDS OF 'training.policies'; 

This returns a new table containing information about the data types and names of the results of the 
query that has been run. 

https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1079322-using-sql-to-query-the-type-of-a-field
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The information supplied for each "field" in the result is: 

• TABLE_CATALOG: The name of the catalog that the table belongs to. The default is "zizo". 

• TABLE_SCHEMA: The name of the schema that the table belongs to. 

• TABLE_NAME: The name of the table. 

• COLUMN_NAME: The name of the column. 

• DATA_TYPE: The data type of the column. 

• NUMERIC_PRECISION: The precision of a numeric column. 

• NUMERIC_SCALE: The scale of a numeric column. 

• COLUMN_FULLNAME: The full name of the column, including the schema and table name. 

Where any of these items are not applicable to a field, null values are returned. 

For example, requesting data type information about all the fields of the training.policies 
database returns: 

TABLE_CATALOG:Text, TABLE_SCHEMA:Text, TABLE_NAME:Text, 
COLUMN_NAME:Text, DATA_TYPE:Text, NUMERIC_PRECISION:Integer, 
NUMERIC_SCALE:Integer, COLUMN_FULLNAME:Text 
null,training,policies,company_no,Integer,9,null,training.policies.co
mpany_no 
null,training,policies,policy_source,Text,null,null,training.policies
.policy_source 
null,training,policies,commercial_branch,Text,null,null,training.poli
cies.commercial_branch 
null,training,policies,policy_no,Real,7,null,training.policies.policy
_no 
null,training,policies,endorsment_no,Integer,9,null,training.policies
.endorsment_no 
... 

If you want only the column name and data type, you could use the query: 

SELECT COLUMN_NAME, DATA_TYPE FROM FIELDS OF 'training.policies'; 

This returns: 

COLUMN_NAME:Text,DATA_TYPE:Text 
company_no,Integer 
policy_source,Text 
commercial_branch,Text 
policy_no,Real 
endorsment_no,Integer 
... 
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The target of the statement does not need to be a table. For example, you can request data type 
information about the results of a query: 

SELECT COLUMN_NAME, DATA_TYPE 

     FROM (FIELDS OF 

          SELECT manufacturer, SUM(nominal_net_premium) 

               FROM training.policies 

               WHERE year_of_manufacture=1990 

               GROUP BY manufacturer); 

This returns: 

COLUMN_NAME:Text,DATA_TYPE:Text 
manufacturer,Text 
_A2,Double 
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Selecting the TOP/BOTTOM n Rows 

SQL Extension: TOP n 

Zizo SQL supports the "TOP n" extension that is available in some implementations of SQL, such as 
SQL Server and Transact-SQL. This enables you to request a specified number of rows from your 
query results. 

Using TOP n 

The syntax for the extension is: 

SELECT TOP n <selection> 

     FROM <table_name>; 

This limits the number of results returned to the first n. For example: 

SELECT TOP 5 

          manufacturer, model_code2, 

          nominal_net_premium, year_of_manufacture 

     FROM training.policies 

     ORDER BY manufacturer DESC; 

This returns only the first 5 rows from the ordered results of the query: 

manufacturer:Text,model_code2:Integer, 
nominal_net_premium:Decimal(9,2),year_of_manufacture:Integer 
Yondi,481127,694.78,1996) 
Yondi,481127,87.31,1996 
Yondi,481127,2204.24,199 
Yondi,481127,48.76,1996 
Yondi,481127,109.54,1996) 

If no ordering is applied to the results, TOP n returns the first n results from the table. 

SQL Extension: BOTTOM n 

As well as requesting the first n results from a query, you can request the last n. 

Using BOTTOM n 

The syntax for the extension is: 

SELECT BOTTOM n <selection> 

     FROM <table_name>; 

This limits the number of results returned to the last n. 
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For example: 

SELECT BOTTOM 5 

          manufacturer, model_code2, 

          nominal_net_premium, year_of_manufacture 

     FROM training.policies; 

This returns the last 5 rows from the query results: 

manufacturer:Text,model_code2:Integer, 
nominal_net_premium:Decimal(9,2),year_of_manufacture:Integer 
Ford,1729032,185.05,1988 
Ford,1729032,-2486.12,1988 
Ford,1729032,-79.72,1988 
Ford,1729032,-185.05,1988 
Ford,1729032,2935.23,1992 

If no ordering is applied to the results, BOTTOM n returns the last n results from the table. 
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Selecting the TOP/BOTTOM n Rows in Each 

Group 

Bloomfire article: https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1361145-getting-top-n-rows-for-each-group 

SQL Extension: TOP n IN 

Zizo SQL supports the "TOP n IN" extension that enables you to request a specified number of rows 
from each group in your query results. 

As an example, you might have a requirement to tabulate the three best performing stores in each 
region for an end user application, showing all stores if the region contains three or fewer stores. 
Although this might seem a common type of query, it is not easy to do in SQL. 

You could try a query such as the one below: 

SELECT TOP 3 store, score 

      FROM my.stores 

      GROUP BY region; 

However, this only returns 3 rows, because the "TOP 3" refers to the final results of the GROUP BY, 
and not to the groups themselves. 

Using TOP n IN 

An extension has been added to Zizo's SQL to provide a relatively easy way to compute the top n 
rows in a group. 

The syntax is: 

SELECT TOP n 

     IN <selection> 

     FROM <table_name> 

     GROUP BY <group by expression>; 

For example, the SQL below will select three stores from each region (or fewer if a region has only 
one or two stores): 

SELECT TOP 3 IN * 

     FROM my.stores 

     GROUP BY region; 

This does not quite achieve the required result, as it does not take into account the performance of 
each store. 

The original requirement was to find the three best performing stores in each region, so the query 
needs to order the stores in each group according to their performance (or score). 

https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1361145-getting-top-n-rows-for-each-group
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The query below orders the stores by score, groups them by region, then selects the top three from 
each region: 

SELECT TOP 3 IN * 

     FROM (SELECT * 

                FROM my.stores 

                ORDER BY score) 

     GROUP BY region; 

This achieves the required result in a much easier way than can be achieved in standard SQL-92. 

An example using real data 

The example below uses the motor policies database to demonstrate the use of "TOP n IN" with 
real data. 

The query below sums the nominal_net_premium for each manufacturer and model code, for 
models made in 1997. The results are returned in ascending order of manufacturer, and descending 
order of total nominal_net_premium within each manufacturer. 

SELECT manufacturer, model_code2, year_of_manufacture, 

       policy_start_date, SUM(nominal_net_premium) 

      FROM training.policies 

           WHERE year_of_manufacture=1997 

      GROUP BY model_code2 

      ORDER BY manufacturer, 

               SUM(nominal_net_premium) DESC; 

The first 10 results are shown below: 

manufacturer:Text,model_code2:Integer,year_of_manufacture:Integer, 
policy_start_date:Date,_A5:Double 
712,1712100,1997,1997-02-06,20814.339999999997 
712,1712105,1997,1997-07-30,11315.310000000001 
AlfaRomeo,74290,1997,1997-01-01,4898.4400000000005 
Aston Martin,1127215,1997,1997-01-01,113516.05999999995 
Aston Martin,1127212,1997,1996-04-01,70258.32999999999 
Aston Martin,1127310,1997,1997-01-30,26191.039999999994 
Aston Martin,1127305,1997,1997-01-01,18695.11 
Aston Martin,1127200,1997,1996-04-01,15316.259999999998 
Aston Martin,1127300,1997,1997-03-19,5999.26 
Aston Martin,1127216,1997,1997-08-03,5477.24 
... 

If we want only the top three results for each manufacturer, we can turn the previous query into a 
subquery within the "TOP n IN" syntax, as follows: 

SELECT TOP 3 IN * 

      FROM (SELECT manufacturer, model_code2, year_of_manufacture, 

                   policy_start_date, SUM(nominal_net_premium) 

                 FROM training.policies 

                      WHERE year_of_manufacture=1997 

                 GROUP BY model_code2 

                 ORDER BY manufacturer, 

                          SUM(nominal_net_premium) DESC) 

      GROUP BY manufacturer; 
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The first 10 results are now: 

manufacturer:Text,model_code2:Integer,year_of_manufacture:Integer, 
policy_start_date:Date,_A5:Double 
712,1712100,1997,1997-02-06,20814.339999999997 
712,1712105,1997,1997-07-30,11315.310000000001 
AlfaRomeo,74290,1997,1997-01-01,4898.4400000000005 
Aston Martin,1127215,1997,1997-01-01,113516.05999999995 
Aston Martin,1127212,1997,1996-04-01,70258.32999999999 
Aston Martin,1127310,1997,1997-01-30,26191.039999999994 
Audi,19126,1997,1997-03-01,29892.300000000007 
Audi,19129,1997,1996-12-01,18055.300000000003 
Audi,19167,1997,1996-09-01,12329.67 
BMW,143170,1997,1997-01-01,36168.38 
... 

As you can see, we now have only the top three (or fewer) results for each manufacturer. (Where 
there are fewer results per manufacturer than the number requested, all results are returned for 
that manufacturer.) 

SQL Extension: BOTTOM n IN 

Zizo SQL also supports the "BOTTOM n IN" extension for finding the rows with the lowest results in 
a group. Changing the example above to show the bottom 3 rows instead of the top 3, the query 
becomes: 

SELECT BOTTOM 3 IN * 

      FROM (SELECT manufacturer, model_code2, year_of_manufacture, 

                   policy_start_date, SUM(nominal_net_premium) 

            FROM training.policies 

            WHERE year_of_manufacture=1997 

            GROUP BY model_code2 

            ORDER BY manufacturer, SUM(nominal_net_premium) DESC) 

      GROUP BY manufacturer; 

The first 10 results are: 

manufacturer:Text,model_code2:Integer,year_of_manufacture:Integer, 
policy_start_date:Date,_A5:Double 
712,1712100,1997,1997-02-06,20814.339999999997 
712,1712105,1997,1997-07-30,11315.310000000001 
AlfaRomeo,74290,1997,1997-01-01,4898.4400000000005 
Aston Martin,1127200,1997,1996-04-01,15316.259999999998 
Aston Martin,1127300,1997,1997-03-19,5999.26 
Aston Martin,1127216,1997,1997-08-03,5477.24 
Audi,19167,1997,1996-09-01,12329.67 
Audi,19280,1997,1996-08-31,3520.98 
Audi,19380,1997,1997-07-04,3408.59 
BMW,143147,1997,1997-02-18,6570.209999999999 
... 

We now have only the bottom three (or fewer) results for each manufacturer. 
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SQL Extension: TOP/BOTTOM n PERCENT IN 

As well as supporting TOP/BOTTOM with a number, to return a specific number of rows in each 
group, Zizo SQL also supports the syntax with a percentage. 

The syntax is: 

SELECT TOP n PERCENT IN <selection> 

GROUP BY <group by expression>; 

SELECT BOTTOM n PERCENT IN <selection> 

GROUP BY <group by expression>; 

For example: 

SELECT TOP 25 PERCENT IN * 

     FROM my.policies 

     GROUP BY agent; 

SELECT BOTTOM 10 PERCENT IN students 

     FROM my.results 

     GROUP BY subject; 

Adapting the example from the previous page to demonstrate the "BOTTOM n PERCENT", we will 
now find the bottom 20 percent of models for each manufacturer: 

SELECT BOTTOM 20 PERCENT IN * 

      FROM (SELECT manufacturer, model_code2, year_of_manufacture, 

                   policy_start_date, SUM(nominal_net_premium) 

                 FROM training.policies 

                      WHERE year_of_manufacture=1997 

                 GROUP BY model_code2 

                 ORDER BY manufacturer, 

                          SUM(nominal_net_premium) DESC) 

      GROUP BY manufacturer; 

The first 10 results are: 

manufacturer:Text,model_code2:Integer,year_of_manufacture:Integer, 
policy_start_date:Date,_A5:Double 
712,1712105,1997,1997-07-30,11315.310000000001 
AlfaRomeo,74290,1997,1997-01-01,4898.4400000000005 
Aston Martin,1127300,1997,1997-03-19,5999.26 
Aston Martin,1127216,1997,1997-08-03,5477.24 
Audi,19380,1997,1997-07-04,3408.59 
BMW,143020,1997,1996-11-01,2857.69 
BMW,143178,1997,1996-11-01,-2529.2699999999995 
Buick,156090,1997,1996-07-01,22284.17 
Cadillac,840100,1997,1997-01-01,3977.1800000000003 
Cheverolet,961041,1997,1997-03-07,3050.4099999999994 
... 

Note that the result is rounded up, so at least one row is always returned per group. 
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Using aggregates with TOP/BOTTOM IN syntax 

Note that in all cases the columns in the TOP/BOTTOM statement must be either "*" or a list of 
fields without aggregates. If there is an aggregate in the columns, there will be only a single row, so 
selecting within each group would select only that row and the TOP/BOTTOM would be ignored. You 
can, however, use aggregates within a subquery, as in the motor policy examples. 
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Exporting Query Results 

This section describes how you can export the results of an SQL query to various different output 
formats. 

SQL Extension: EXPORT <query> AS <format> AT | INTO <file> 

Zizo SQL enables you to export the results of a query in various different formats. The syntax for the 
export command is: 

EXPORT <query> 

     AS '<format>' 

     AT '<name>' 

     [USING <optional parameters>]; 

Alternatively you can use: 

EXPORT <query> 

     AS '<format>' 

     INTO '<name>' 

     [USING <optional parameters>]; 

Required EXPORT parameters 

The table below lists the parameters that you must supply when you export the results of a query. 

Parameter Details 

<query> This is the SQL query whose results you want to export. 

AS <format> The <format> must be one of those listed below: 

• CSV: See Exporting query results to a CSV file on page 18. 

• VIEW: See Exporting query results to a VIEW on page 22. 

• ZIZO/ZZDB: See Exporting query results to ZIZO/ZZDB format on page 25. 

• UNION/ZZMF: See Exporting Results From an SQL UNION Statement on page 
27. 

AT | INTO 

'<name>' 
The <name> must be one of the following: 

• a file name 

• the full path to a file name 

• a directory (only relevant if you are exporting in union format) 

For details, see Output name for exported results on page 31. 
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Optional EXPORT parameters 

In addition to the required parameters, various optional parameters are also available. 

Parameter Details 

USING <optional 

parameters> 
The valid <optional parameters> depend on the type of export you 
select. 

 

To include one or more of the optional parameters, use the following syntax after the export file 
name or path: 

USING <parameter1>[, <parameter2>[, <parameter3>]] 

Note: The parameter names are case sensitive, so must be supplied using camelCase. 

Exporting query results to a CSV file 

Bloomfire article: https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/982468-exporting-a-zizo-table-as-csv-using-sql 

Zizo SQL enables you to export the results of a query to a CSV file. 

For example, the query below exports all columns and rows to the specified output file: 

EXPORT (SELECT * 

             FROM training.policies) 

AS CSV 

AT 'poltemp.csv'; 

In this example the sub-query simply selects all of the values from the 'training.policies' table, 
and exports those values to a CSV file named 'poltemp.csv'. 

You do not need to export an entire table. You can export selected rows or columns based on the 
selections in the sub-query. 

For example, the query below takes all the values for rows where the manufacturer is Ford, and 
exports these to a CSV file named 'fordtemp.csv': 

EXPORT 

     (SELECT * 

           FROM training.policies 

           WHERE manufacturer="Ford") 

AS CSV 

AT 'fordtemp.csv'; 

The next example selects five named columns and exports those columns, for all manufacturers, to a 
file named 'coltemp.csv': 

EXPORT 

     (SELECT 

             manufacturer, model_code2, vehicle_type, 

             nominal_net_premium, indexed_net_premium 

           FROM training.policies) 

AS CSV 

INTO 'coltemp.csv'; 

https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/982468-exporting-a-zizo-table-as-csv-using-sql
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Note: You can specify a file name or the full path to the output file. See Output name for exported 
results on page 31. 

Required parameters for CSV export 

The table below lists the parameters that you must supply when you export the results of a query to 
CSV format. 

Parameter Details 

<query> This is the SQL query whose results you want to export. 

AS <format> The <format> must be CSV. 

AT | INTO 

'<name>' 
The <name> must be either a file name or the full path to a file name. For details, 
see Output name for exported results on page 31. 

 

Optional parameters for CSV export 

In addition to the required parameters, various optional parameters are available when you export 
query results to CSV format. These are listed in the table below. 

Parameter Details 

hasHeader= 

false|true 
Controls whether the output file includes a header row. See Including or 
excluding a header row in CSV output below. 

characterSet= 

<encoding> See Exporting non-ASCII characters in CSV output on page 20. 

addByteOrderMark= 

true|false See Supporting export to Excel in CSV output on page 21. 

 

To include one or more of these optional parameters, use the following syntax after the export file 
name or path: 

USING <parameter1>[, <parameter2>[, <parameter3>]] 

Note: The parameter names are case sensitive, so must be supplied using camelCase, as shown in 
the first column of the table above. 

Including or excluding a header row in CSV output 

By default, when you export query results to a CSV file, the output file will include a header row 
containing the column names. 

If you don't want a header row, you can suppress it using the syntax: 

USING hasHeader=false 
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For example: 

EXPORT 

     (SELECT * FROM training.policies 

      WHERE manufacturer="Ford") 

AS CSV 

AT 'fordtemp_nh.csv' 

USING hasHeader=false; 

This exports the data without any header row. 

Note: The syntax 'USING hasHeader=true' is also available. This gives the same results as the 
default behaviour. 

Exporting non-ASCII characters in CSV output 

Bloomfire article: https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/993821-exporting-a-zizo-table-in-utf-8 

When you export query results as a CSV file, by default the data is exported in ASCII format. If the 
underlying table contains non-ASCII characters, some data might be lost in the conversion to CSV. To 
ensure you retain all the data, you can export the query results using UTF-8 encoding. This encoding 
uses the standard 7 bits for the commonly used ASCII characters, but encodes other characters using 
the top bit and extension bytes to represent any Unicode character. 

To export query results using UTF-8 encoding, use the syntax: 

USING characterSet=UTF8 

For example: 

EXPORT 

     (SELECT * FROM training.policies 

      WHERE manufacturer="Ford") 

AS CSV 

INTO 'fordtemp_utf8.csv' 

USING characterSet=UTF8; 

Other supported character sets for CSV output 

In addition to UTF-8, Zizo SQL supports data export using other encoding methods. The table below 
lists the supported character sets, together with the encoding specification recognised in Java 8. 

Java 8 
encoding Character set Description 

US-ASCII 

 

646-US 

US-ASCII 

 

ISO-646-US 

7-bit ASCII, a.k.a. ISO646-US, a.k.a. the Basic Latin block of 
the Unicode character set. 

8859_1 

 

LATIN1 

ISO-8859-1 

 

ISO-LATIN-1 

ISO Latin Alphabet No. 1, a.k.a. ISO-LATIN-1. 

UTF8 UTF-8 8-bit UCS Transformation Format. 

UTF_16BE UTF-16BE 16-bit UCS Transformation Format, big-endian byte order. 

UTF_16LE UTF-16LE 16-bit UCS Transformation Format, little-endian byte order. 

 

https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/993821-exporting-a-zizo-table-in-utf-8
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Supporting export to Excel in CSV output 

Although Microsoft Excel can load UTF-8 data, Excel is unable to recognise the UTF-8 encoding when 
you simply double click on the file to open it. To avoid this problem, you need to prefix the contents 
by a "byte order mark". This is a three-character sequence that provides a hint to Excel that the file 
contains UTF-8. While this mechanism is not ideal, it is the best Excel can offer. 

To prefix the file contents with a byte order mark, add the following syntax to the properties for the 
Export statement: 

addByteOrderMark=true 

For example: 

EXPORT 

     (SELECT * FROM training.policies 

      WHERE manufacturer='Ford') 

AS CSV 

AT 'fordtemp_utf8_bom.csv' 

USING characterSet=UTF8, addByteOrderMark=true; 

Note about the 'byte order mark' 

The 'byte order mark' is standard across most systems for UTF-8 encoded files, not just Excel. 
Without it, it is often not possible to determine whether a file is UTF-8 encoded or just 
Extended/High ASCII. 

The name 'byte order mark' is fairly standard, but is not relevant to byte order – it is the UTF-8 
encoding of the Unicode byte order mark, and is the first three bytes at the start of a UTF-8 file or 
text stream (0xEF, 0xBB, 0xBF). 

Although the byte order mark is part of the UTF-8 standard, some programs don't use it. Where it is 
not supported, you will see something like 'ï»¿' at the start of the text. We recommend that you 
always use the byte order mark, unless you can see that it is not supported by a particular 
application. 

Inspecting the generated output 

When you export query results to CSV format, you can inspect the contents with any standard CSV 
reader. For example, the image below shows the first few rows of the coltemp.csv file created in 
one of the previous examples, when opened using Microsoft Excel. 
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Exporting query results to a VIEW 

Bloomfire article: https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/993813-creating-a-view-from-sql 

One of the EXPORT options in Zizo SQL is to export your query results to a VIEW. A view is a 
convenient way to create and store a subset of a Zizo table. 

You can register a view like any other table. You can also publish a view via a different project, to 
create a visible subset of the data in that project, while keeping the original data set private. For 
more information on this, see the following Bloomfire article: 

https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/764734-restricting-access-to-a-table 

Any SQL statement can be exported to a view. For example, the SQL statement below exports a 
simple subset of the motor policies table: 

EXPORT ( 

     SELECT manufacturer, year_of_manufacture, model_code2, 

            weight_over_4tons, policy_start_date, policy_end_date, 

            cancel_date 

     FROM training.policies 

     WHERE year_of_manufacture=1998) 

AS VIEW 

AT 'manuf_1998.zzvw'; 

The next example exports the results of a join to a View: 

EXPORT ( 

     SELECT manufacture,year_of_manufacture,country 

     FROM data.policies JOIN data.countries 

          ON policies.manufacturer=countries.manufacturer 

     WHERE policy_start_year=2014) 

AS view 

INTO 'policies_2014.zzvw'; 

Note: The view itself is created "on demand", so if the main table or reference data changes, the 
contents of the view automatically reflect the new data. 

https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/993813-creating-a-view-from-sql
https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/764734-restricting-access-to-a-table
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Required parameters for VIEW export 

The table below lists the parameters that you must supply when you export the results of a query to 
VIEW format. 

Parameter Details 

<query> This is the SQL query whose results you want to export. 

AS <format> The <format> must be VIEW. 

AT | INTO 

'<name>' 
The <name> must be either a file name or the full path to a file name. For further 
details, see Output name for exported results on page 31. 

Note: You do not need to specify the '.zzvw' file extension. Zizo detects that it is 
a view simply from the data inside the file. 

 

Optional parameters for VIEW export 

There are no optional parameters for exporting query results to a view. However, you can optionally 
register an exported view so that it is available for use in a future query. For details, see Registering a 
view below. 

Inspecting the generated output file 

When you export query results to a VIEW, the output file is in zip format. This means you can inspect 
the contents with a standard zip decompression tool such as WinZip or 7-Zip. For example, the image 
below shows the contents of the manuf_1998.zzvw file created in the first example, when opened 
using 7-Zip. 

 

Registering a view 

To use a view in a future query, you need to register the view. To do this: 

1. Save the view somewhere that is visible to the project system by specifying the full path to the 
view. For example, you could create the view in the <project>/Tables folder. 

To publish the view in a different project, you need to save the view in that project's folder. 
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2. Register the view as a new table associated with the relevant project. You do this in one of the 
following ways: 

▪ Via the SQL REGISTER command. This creates registry entries that are active only for the 
duration of your user session with the service. See Registering a Temporary Table or View on 
page 85. 

▪ Using the service-app registry command. This creates a permanent entry for the view. 
For details, see the document Managing the Zizo Registry. 

When you have successfully registered a view, you can use it in the same way as any other table. See 
Using an exported view in a query on page 24. 

Using an exported view in a query 

This section gives a simple example of how to export a query as a view, how to register that view so 
that it can be used in a future query, and then how to use the view in a query. 

Exporting the query as a VIEW 

The query below selects specific columns from the motor policies database for vehicles 
manufactured in 1998 and exports the results as a view: 

EXPORT ( 

        SELECT manufacturer, year_of_manufacture, 

        model_code2, weight_over_4tons, 

        policy_start_date, policy_end_date, cancel_date 

             FROM training.policies 

             WHERE year_of_manufacture=1998) 

AS VIEW 

AT 'DocProject/Tables/manuf_1998.zzvw'; 

Note that the view is exported to a location within a registered project. 

Registering the exported view 

The command shown below registers the view exported above as a table in the DocProject project: 

service-app registry add zizo.docproject.manf1998 using path 

DocProject/Tables/manuf_1998.zzvw 

done 

The view is registered in the specified project under the name zizo.docproject.manf1998. 

Querying the registered view 

The query below uses the registered view in a query in the same way as any other registered table: 

SELECT TOP 10 * 

     FROM docproject.manf1998 

     WHERE manufacturer='Kia' 

        OR manufacturer='Seat'; 
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This returns: 

manufacturer:Text,year_of_manufacture:Integer,model_code2:Integer, 
weight_over_4:tonsInteger,policy_start_date:Date,policy_end_date:Date,
cancel_date:Date 
(Seat,1998,778052,0,1997-07-29,1998-07-31,1998-07-31) 
(Seat,1998,778052,0,1997-07-29,1998-07-31,1998-07-31) 
(Seat,1998,778052,0,1997-07-29,1998-07-31,1998-07-31) 
(Seat,1998,778052,0,1997-07-29,1998-07-31,1998-07-31) 
(Kia,1998,885020,0,1997-07-21,1998-07-31,1998-07-31) 
(Kia,1998,885020,0,1997-07-21,1998-07-31,1998-07-31) 
(Kia,1998,885020,0,1997-07-24,1998-07-31,1998-07-31) 
(Seat,1998,778052,0,1997-07-28,1998-06-30,1998-06-30) 
(Seat,1998,778052,0,1997-07-28,1998-06-30,1998-06-30) 
(Seat,1998,778040,0,1997-08-26,1998-07-31,) 

Exporting query results to ZIZO/ZZDB format 

Bloomfire article: https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/989625-export-sql-in-zizo-zzdb-format 

As well as exporting query results to a CSV file or to a VIEW, Zizo SQL gives you the option to export 
query results to Zizo database format, using the output type ZIZO or ZZDB. These two output 
formats are identical and were introduced in the Gillingham release of Zizo. 

The SQL statement below exports all columns from the motor policies database where the year of 
manufacture is 1998, and writes them to a Zizo database table called 'Ztemp01': 

EXPORT ( 

        SELECT * 

             FROM training.policies 

             WHERE year_of_manufacture=1998) 

AS ZIZO 

AT 'Ztemp01'; 

The statement below produces exactly the same output format: 

EXPORT ( 

        SELECT * 

             FROM training.policies 

             WHERE year_of_manufacture=1998) 

INTO ZZDB 

AT 'Ztemp02'; 

Required parameters for ZIZO/ZZDB export 

The table below lists the parameters that you must supply when you export the results of a query to 
ZIZO or ZZDB format. 

Parameter Details 

<query> This is the SQL query whose results you want to export. 

AS <format> The <format> must be ZIZO or ZZDB. These two output formats are identical. 

https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/989625-export-sql-in-zizo-zzdb-format
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Parameter Details 

AT | INTO 

'<name>' 
The <name> must be one of the following: 

• A file name. 

• The full path to a file name. 

• A directory (only relevant if you are exporting in union format, using the 
saveAsSplitTable=true parameter). 

For details, see Output name for exported results on page 31. 

Note: You do not need to specify the output file extension. Zizo detects that it is 
in Zizo database format simply from the data inside the file. 

 

Optional parameters for ZIZO/ZZDB export 

In addition to the required parameters, various optional parameters are available when you export 
query results to ZIZO or ZZDB format. These are listed in the table below. 

Parameter Details 

tableName= 

<table name> 
This parameter allows you to specify the table name, rather than letting 
Zizo assign a default name. For details, see Specifying a table name for 
the output on page 32. 

saveAsSplitTable= 

true|false 
By default, when you export the results of a UNION query to ZIZO or 
ZZDB format, the results are exported to a single table. This is the same 
as using the parameter saveAsSplitTable=false. 

If you prefer to export the results to multiple data files, you can include 
the optional parameter saveAsSplitTable=true. The output is then a 
manifest file and a directory containing one or more database files. For 
details, see Saving the results as a split table on page 32. 

partName=<file 

name prefix> 
By default, if you choose to export the results of a UNION query to ZIZO 
or ZZDB format as a split table (see previous parameter), Zizo creates 
output file names of the format partnnnnn.zzdb, where nnnnn starts 
at 00001 and is incremented by 1 for each subsequent file created. 

If you prefer to specify the prefix for the output file names, you can 
include the parameter partName=<file name prefix>. For further 
details, see Controlling the output file names on page 33. 

 

To include one or more of these optional parameters, use the following syntax after the export file 
name or path: 

USING <parameter1>[, <parameter2>[, <parameter3>]] 

Note: The parameter names are case sensitive, so must be supplied using camelCase, as shown in 
the first column of the table above. 
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Inspecting the generated output file 

When you export query results to ZIZO or ZZDB format, the output file is in zip format, so you can 
inspect the contents with a standard zip decompression tool such as WinZip or 7-Zip. For example, 
the image below shows the first few rows of the Ztemp02 file created in the second example, when 
opened using 7-Zip. 

 

Note: You can also check the output by registering the table and running a query against it. 

Exporting Results From an SQL UNION Statement 

Bloomfire article: https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/989599-exporting-sql-union-data-in-zizo-zzdb-
format 

The Gillingham release of Zizo introduced alternative ways to save the results of an SQL UNION 
query. The different ways to export the results of a UNION are: 

• Export to ZIZO or ZZDB format as previously described, to export the results to a single Zizo 
database table in zipped format. See Exporting query results to ZIZO/ZZDB format on page 25. 

• Export to ZIZO or ZZDB format, but save the results to a directory containing one or more 
database files, by including the parameter "USING saveAsSplitTable=true". Each of the 
generated files relates to a part of the union. See Exporting SQL UNION results as a Union below. 

• Export to ZZMF or UNION format. This is the same as exporting to ZIZO or ZZDB format, with the 
parameter "USING saveAsSplitTable=true", but is a shorter way of achieving the same 
result. See Exporting SQL UNION results as a Union below. 

 

Exporting SQL UNION results as a Union 

To export the results of an SQL UNION query as separate files, rather than as a single file, you can 
choose one of the following export formats: 

• ZIZO or ZZDB, with the parameter "USING saveAsSplitTable=true" 

• ZZMF or UNION 

https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/989599-exporting-sql-union-data-in-zizo-zzdb-format
https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/989599-exporting-sql-union-data-in-zizo-zzdb-format
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You would typically export to separate files when the data is already held as a union (usually because 
it is so large), and you want to keep it as a union. The alternative is to combine the data into a single, 
very large file. Exporting the data as a union keeps the file sizes more manageable. 

When you export UNION query results as a union, the output is a manifest file (.zzmf) and one or 
more database files (.zzdb). 

The examples below show two different ways to export the same UNION query results to separate 
files. 

Example 1: ZIZO/ZZDB format 

The first example exports to ZIZO format (but it could equally be ZZDB format), and includes the 
parameter "USING saveAsSplitTable=true": 

EXPORT ( 

          SELECT * 

               FROM ( 

                     SELECT year_of_manufacture 

                          FROM training.policies 

                          WHERE manufacturer='Ford') 

               UNION ALL ( 

                     SELECT year_of_manufacture 

                          FROM training.policies 

                          WHERE manufacturer='Lancia')) 

AS ZIZO 

AT 'DocProject/Tables/UExport01' 

     USING saveAsSplitTable=true, 

           partName=docPart, 

           tableName=Zpolicies; 

Note: As the query is being exported to Zizo database format, the path to the output file must be 
located within a recognised project directory. The default location for Zizo projects is 'C:/Data', so 
you do not need to include this in the export file path. In general, exporting to an absolute path is not 
allowed – exports must target a location within the virtual project file system. 

For further details of the "saveAsSplitTable" parameter, see Saving the results as a split table on 
page 32. 
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Example 2: UNION/ZZMF format 

The second example exports the same query to UNION format (but it could equally be ZZMF format), 
so does not require the saveAsSplitTable=true parameter: 

EXPORT ( 

          SELECT * 

               FROM ( 

                     SELECT year_of_manufacture 

                          FROM training.policies 

                          WHERE manufacturer='Ford') 

               UNION ALL ( 

                     SELECT year_of_manufacture 

                          FROM training.policies 

                          WHERE manufacturer='Lancia')) 

AS 'UNION' 

INTO 'DocProject/Tables/UExport02' 

USING partName=docPart, 

      tableName=Zpolicies; 

Output from the Export 

For both of the example queries, the export creates a directory instead of a file, which in the first 
example is 'UExport01', and in the second is 'UExport02'. 

Within the newly created directory, the export creates a manifest file that reflects the name of the 
directory. The examples therefore create the manifest file 'UExport01.zzmf' and 
'UExport01.zzmf' respectively. 

The newly created directory also contains one or more data files, which are in Zizo database zipped 
format. The manifest file contains an entry for each of these files. 

For the first example, the contents of the manifest file are: 

DocProject/Tables/UExport01/docPart00001.zzdb 

DocProject/Tables/UExport01/docPart00002.zzdb 

The file names are derived from the 'partName=<file name prefix>' parameter. Without this 
parameter, the file names would use the default naming convention of partnnnnn.zzdb, where 
nnnnn starts from 00001 and is incremented by 1 for each file created. For further details, see 

Controlling the output file names on page 33. 

Required parameters for ZZMF/UNION export 

The table below lists the parameters that you must supply when you export the results of a query to 
ZZMF or UNION format. 

Parameter Details 

<query> This is the SQL query whose results you want to export. 

AS <format> The <format> must be one of the following: 

• ZZMF or UNION. These two output formats are identical. 

• ZIZO or ZZDB, with the parameter "USING saveAsSplitTable=true". 
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Parameter Details 

AT | INTO 

'<name>' 
The <name> must be one of the following: 

• A file name. 

• The full path to a file name. 

• A directory. 

For details, see Output name for exported results on page 31. 

Note: You do not need to specify the output file extension. Zizo detects that it is 
in Zizo database format simply from the data inside the file. 

 

Optional parameters for ZZMF/UNION export 

In addition to the required parameters, various optional parameters are available when you export 
query results to ZZMF, UNION, ZIZO or ZZDB format. These are listed in the table below. 

Parameter Details 

tableName= 

<table name> 
This parameter allows you to specify the table name, rather than letting 
Zizo assign a default name. For details, see Specifying a table name for 
the output on page 32. 

saveAsSplitTable= 

true|false 
When you export the results of a UNION query to ZZMF or UNION format, 
the results are automatically exported to multiple data files, so this 
parameter is not relevant. 

If you export the results of a UNION query to ZIZO or ZZDB format, by 
default the results are exported to a single table. If you prefer to export 
the results to multiple data files, you can include the optional parameter 
saveAsSplitTable=true. The output is then a manifest file and a 
directory containing one or more database files. For details, see Saving 
the results as a split table on page 32. 

partName=<file 

name prefix> 
By default, if you export the results of a UNION query to ZZMF or UNION 
format, Zizo creates output file names of the format partnnnnn.zzdb, 
where nnnnn starts at 00001 and is incremented by 1 for each 
subsequent file created. This also applies if you choose to export the 
results of a UNION query to ZIZO or ZZDB format as a split table (see 
previous parameter). 

If you want to specify a different prefix for the output file names, you can 
include the parameter partName=<file name prefix>. For further 
details, see Controlling the output file names on page 33. 

 

To include one or more of these optional parameters, use the following syntax after the export file 
name or path: 

USING <parameter1>[, <parameter2>[, <parameter3>]] 

Note: The parameter names are case sensitive, so must be supplied using camelCase, as shown in 
the first column of the table above. 
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Export parameter details 

The subsections below provide details of the export parameters that apply to more than one export 
type. 

Output name for exported results 

When you export query results to any format, you need to provide a value for the following 
parameter: 

AT | INTO '<name>' 

Note: You can use either AT '<name>' or INTO '<name>' – both are equally valid. 

The <name> controls the name and location of the output file or files. It can be: 

• A file name. 

If you specify a file name on its own, the output file will be created in the local directory. 

• The full path to a file name. 

If you specify the full path to the output file, this enables you to create the output file in a named 
directory. 

▪ If you are exporting in CSV or VIEW format, the output path can point to any directory. If the 
directory already exists, you must have write access to that directory. If the directory does 
not currently exist, it will be created. 

Note: To use the view in a future query, you need to register it, so you need to save it 
somewhere that is visible to the project system. See Registering a view on page 23 and Using 
an exported view in a query on page 24. 

▪ If you are exporting in ZIZO, ZZDB, ZZMF or UNION format, the output path must point to a 
directory within a registered project. 

• A directory name. 

Specifying a directory name rather than a file name is only relevant if you are exporting in union 
format to multiple files. In this case the named directory will be the receiving directory for the 
output files. This must be a directory within a registered project, and the path must not include 
the top level directory. 

For example, to specify the path to the Tables directory with the DocProject project, you 
would specify the directory path as: 

DocProject/Tables 

not: 

C:/Data/DocProject\Tables 
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Specifying a table name for the output 

Use the tableName parameter to specify a name for the table, rather than allowing Zizo to assign a 
default name. (The default is the name of the table that the data was derived from.) 

The table name is stored as part of the .zzdb file, so if you are exporting as a union to separate files, 
the table name is stored in each of the output files. 

Note: Although the table name is not visible in SQL, it is available for other applications, such as 
Pathway, to use as a label when the table is loaded. The table name will also appear in column names 
if they need to be disambiguated. 

To specify the table name, include the following optional parameter: 

USING tableName=<table name> 

For example: 

EXPORT ( 

        SELECT * 

        FROM training.policies) 

AS ZIZO 

AT 'Ztemp03' 

USING tableName=Zpolicies; 

The export query above renames the output table, so the registered alias for the table will be 
"Zpolicies". 

Saving the results as a split table 

Use the saveAsSplitTable=true parameter to export UNION query results to multiple data files 
rather than to a single table. This parameter is only relevant when you are exporting UNION query 
results to either ZIZO or ZZDB format. If you export to ZZMF or UNION format, the results are 
automatically exported to multiple data files. 

When you save union results as a split table, the output is a manifest file and a directory containing 
one or more data files. To specify the directory where the data files are created, use the 'AT 
<name>' parameter, and specify the <name> as a directory name rather than a file name. See Output 
name for exported results on page 31. 

Manifest file 

The manifest file is created in the named directory and it contains a list of the data files. The manifest 
file name matches the directory name, with the extension .zzmf. For example, if you specify AT 
'DocProject\Tables\Ztemp03' then the directory Ztemp03 is created within the 
'DocProject\Tables' directory, and the manifest file Ztemp03.zzmf is created within that 
directory. 

Data files 

The data files are created in the same directory as the manifest file and have an extension .zzdb. 
Each data file has an entry in the manifest file. The output file names either use the default naming 
convention, or have names derived from the partName parameter. See Controlling the output file 
names below. 
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When to use the saveAsSplitTable parameter 

When you use the saveAsSplitTable parameter, you can write a more complex guard that 
determines which format to use. For example, you could use a guard such as: 

USING saveAsSplitTable=if(today().dayOfWeek==6,false,true) 

This would tell the query to save as a single table only on a Saturday, when there is likely to be a 
larger processing window available. 

Controlling the output file names 

If you export query results as a union, all the output file names follow the naming convention of: 

<file name prefix><sequential number>.zzdb 

• The default <prefix> is 'part', but you can specify a different prefix using the partName 
parameter described below. 

• The <sequential number> starts at 00001 and is incremented by 1 for each subsequent file 
created. 

The default file names are therefore partnnnnn.zzdb. 

Using the partName parameter 

The partName determines the data file name prefix to be used instead of the default 'part' literal 
string. 

To specify the <file name prefix>, use the syntax: 

USING partName=<file name prefix> 

where <file name prefix> is specified using the convention: 

'[<folder>/]<prefix>' 

If you include a folder name, you need to enclose the <file name prefix> in single quotes. 

For example, you could specify the following: 

USING partName=DocPart 

This would give output files named DocPartnnnnn.zzdb. 

The partName can include numbers or valid non-alphanumeric characters, such as a hyphen (-), so 
the following examples are also valid: 

USING partName=DUEXPORT1 

USING partName=docexport- 
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These would give output file names that are, respectively: 

DUEXPORT1nnnnn.zzdb 

docexport-nnnnn.zzdb 

For further details and examples, see Specifying only the file name prefix on page 34 and Including a 
subfolder with the file name prefix on page 34. 

Specifying only the file name prefix 

If you specify the part name prefix without a folder name, the output files and the manifest file will 
be created in the folder designated by the AT '<name>' parameter. Single quotes are not required 
if you specify a name on its own. 

Below is an example of how to specify only the part name prefix, which in this case is docPart. The 
UNION query itself has been omitted from the example. 

EXPORT (<UNION query>) 

AS 'UNION' 

AT 'DocProject/Tables/UExport01' 

USING partName=docPart; 

This creates the following output: 

• A folder called UExport01 within the directory DocProject/Tables. (If this folder already 
exists, the existing folder will be used.) 

• The following zipped database files: 

docPart00001.zzdb 
docPart00002.zzdb 

These are created within the folder DocProject/Tables/UExport01. 

• A manifest file called UExport01.zzmf. 

This is created in the folder DocProject/Tables/UExport01. Its contents are: 

DocProject/Tables/UExport01/docPart00001.zzdb 
DocProject/Tables/UExport01/docPart00002.zzdb 

Including a subfolder with the file name prefix 

If you include a subfolder with the part name prefix, the database files will be created in the named 
subfolder, within the folder designated by the AT '<name>' parameter. You need to enclose the 
subfolder name and part name prefix in single quotes. 

Below is an example of how to specify a subfolder and a part name prefix. In this case the subfolder 
is SName02 and the part name prefix is docPart-. 

EXPORT (<UNION query>) 

AS 'UNION' 

AT 'DocProject/Tables/UExport02' 

USING partName='SName02/docPart-' 
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This creates the following output: 

• A folder called UExport02 within the directory DocProject/Tables. (If this folder already 
exists, the existing folder will be used.) 

• A subfolder called SName02, within the folder DocProject/Tables/UExport02. (If this folder 
already exists, the existing folder will be used.) 

• The following zipped database files: 

docPart-00001.zzdb 
docPart-00002.zzdb 

These are created within the subfolder DocProject/Tables/UExport02/SName02. 

• A manifest file called UExport02.zzmf. 

This is created in the folder DocProject/Tables/UExport02. Its contents are: 

DocProject/Tables/UExport02/SName02/docPart-00001.zzdb 
DocProject/Tables/UExport02/SName02/docPart-00002.zzdb 

Note on subfolder levels: 

You can include more than one level of subfolder. For example, you could specify the part name as: 

AT 'DocProject/Tables/UExport02' 

USING partName='SName02/SUB2/docPart-' 

This would create the database files in subfolder: 

DocProject/Tables/UExport02/SName02/SUB2 

The manifest file is still created within the folder designated by the AT '<name>' parameter, which 
in this example is: 

DocProject/Tables/UExport02 
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Creating a Conditional Aggregate 

Bloomfire article: https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1043505-variance-queries-in-sql 

SQL Extension: Using WHERE to create a conditional aggregate 

A variance query computes a measure of variance between data at two distinct points, usually in 
time. For example, you might want compare sales for this year with the same period last year. These 
queries are difficult to compute in SQL because of their need to refer to different subsets of the same 
data at the same time. This section describes how you can specify such a query in Zizo. 

We will take a simple metric to compute. If the quantities we are measuring are q1 and q2, then we 
can compute the variance as (q1-q2)/q2*100. As we will see, the actual formula for variance can 
easily be changed. What we want to compute is this variance between sales for every store in a 
table. 

Creating a conditional aggregate 

The first thing we need to do is to compute a table containing the store name, the sales in 2015 (q1) 
and the sales in 2014(q2). This table can be computed with the SQL: 

SELECT 

  store_name, 

  (sum(sales) WHERE year(Purchase_Date) = 2015) AS q1, 

  (sum(sales) WHERE year(Purchase_Date) = 2014) AS q2 

        FROM sales_table 

        GROUP BY store_name; 

The query above uses a Zizo-specific SQL extension to create a conditional aggregate. For example: 

(sum(sales) WHERE year(Purchase_Date) = 2015) 

The SQL extension is the ability to add a WHERE clause to the aggregate. This enables you to perform 
variance queries, but is also useful in other types of query. 

The conditional aggregate is like any other attribute, except that it runs only on the subset of the 
data that satisfies the condition. 

https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1043505-variance-queries-in-sql
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Using conditional aggregates to compute a variance 

Using the WHERE clause to create a conditional aggregate creates a temporary table containing store 
name, q1 and q2. It is now easy to compute the variance numbers using an INNER SELECT: 

SELECT store_name,(q1-q2)/q2*100 AS variance 

  FROM 

    (SELECT 

       store_name, 

       (sum(sales) where year(Purchase_Date) = 2015) AS q1, 

       (sum(sales) where year(Purchase_Date) = 2014) AS q2 

          FROM sales_table 

          GROUP BY store_name); 

We will now use the motor policies database to generate an example. The query below sums the 
nominal_net_premium for each manufacturer for the years 1996 (np1) and 1995 (np2). 

SELECT 

     manufacturer, 

     (SUM(nominal_net_premium) 

           WHERE year_of_manufacture=1996) AS np1, 

     (SUM(nominal_net_premium) 

           WHERE year_of_manufacture=1995) AS np2 

     FROM training.policies 

     GROUP BY manufacturer; 

The first 20 results from this query are: 

manufacturer:Text,np1:Double,np2:Double 
0,, 
100,, 
101,,6016.18 
366,, 
532,, 
620,, 
667,, 
712,38801.23,16631.909999999993 
735,, 
749,, 
799,, 
910,, 
AlfaRomeo,35466.22,34900.11 
Aston Martin,351777.72000000003,227451.2699999999 
Audi,171529.98,186355.32000000007 
Austin-Morris,, 
Autobianchi,, 
BMW,452178.9399999998,243572.25999999995 
Buick,54796.27,83168.40999999999 
Cadillac,32707.88,52965.119999999995 
... 

We will now use the query above as a subquery to compute the variance between the totals for 1996 
and 1995, for each manufacturer. 
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The new query is: 

SELECT manufacturer, (np1-np2)/np2*100 AS var1 

     FROM 

     (SELECT 

          manufacturer, 

          (SUM(nominal_net_premium) 

                WHERE year_of_manufacture=1996) AS np1, 

          (SUM(nominal_net_premium) 

                WHERE year_of_manufacture=1995) AS np2 

          FROM training.policies 

          GROUP BY manufacturer); 

The first 20 results from this new query are: 

manufacturer:Text,var1:Double 
0, 
100, 
101, 
366, 
532, 
620, 
667, 
712,133.2938910804593 
735, 
749, 
799, 
910, 
AlfaRomeo,1.6220865779506155 
Aston Martin,54.66069721219854 
Audi,-7.955415493370434 
Austin-Morris, 
Autobianchi, 
BMW,85.64467891376462 
Buick,-34.114082498390914 
Cadillac,-38.246377993668276 
... 

As you can see, using a conditional aggregate makes the calculation of the variance much easier to 
achieve in Zizo SQL. 
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Extending Column Identifiers 

Bloomfire article: https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1028842-four-flavours-of-substring 

SQL Extension: Extending column identifiers using OO notation 

Zizo SQL includes the ability to extend a column identifier, using Object Oriented notation, so that 
you can perform an operation on the values of the column associated with that identifier. The 
available operations depend on the type of the column. 

For example, the standard SQL SUBSTRING() function requires you to specify the start position and 
the length of the interval to fetch, so the syntax is: 

SUBSTRING(<string>,<start_position>,<length>)) 

When using substring() in Java, you specify either a start position on its own, or a start position 
and an end position. If you want this behaviour in Zizo SQL, you need to write the SUBSTRING in the 
Object Oriented notation, so the syntax is: 

<string>.substring(<start_position>[,<end_position>)) 

The <string> in both cases would be a column identifier. 

The examples below show how to use the standard SQL SUBSTRING() function and its Java 
equivalent, where the latter is specified using Object Oriented notation. You can use Object Oriented 
notation to apply other functions to a column identifier. For an example, see Using the Zizo ROWS() 
Aggregate on page 89, which shows a function being applied to a list object. 

SUBSTRING() in standard SQL 

The SUBSTRING() function in standard SQL takes a piece of text and extracts an ordered subset of 
the text. It requires you to specify the start position (numbered from 1, not 0) and the length of the 
interval to fetch. For example: 

SELECT SUBSTRING(manufacturer,1,5), model_code2, policy_status 

     FROM training.policies 

          WHERE year_of_manufacture=1961 

          AND manufacturer!='Unclassified'; 

This returns: 

_A1:Text,model_code2:Integer,policy_status:Text 
Ford,729013,confirmed business 
Ford,729013,confirmed business 
Ford,729013,confirmed business 
Ford,729013,confirmed business 
Ford,729013,confirmed business 
Renau,928012,confirmed business 
Renau,928012,confirmed business 
Renau,928012,confirmed business 
Renau,928012,confirmed business 

https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1028842-four-flavours-of-substring
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Renau,928012,confirmed business 
Renau,928012,confirmed business 
Volks,1724080,confirmed business 
Volks,1724080,confirmed business 

The second argument is optional and, if omitted, implies that you want all the characters from the 
requested position to the end of the string. 

Using the Java SUBSTRING() behaviour in Zizo SQL 

When using substring() in Java, you specify either a start position on its own, or a start position 
and an end position. 

• The start position is inclusive, and is numbered from 0, not 1. So if you specify the start position 
as 2, the substring will start from character 2 in the string. As the string is numbered from 0, 
character 2 is the third character. 

• The end position is optional: 

▪ If omitted, the substring will go from the start position to the end of the string. 

▪ If included, the end position is exclusive, so the substring will end at the character before the 
end position. If you specify the end position as 5, the string will end at character 4. As the 
string is numbered from 0, character 4 is the fifth character. 

To use the Java behaviour of SUBSTRING() in Zizo SQL, you must write your 'substring' in the 
object oriented notation. For example: 

SELECT manufacturer.substring(0,4), model_code2, policy_status 

     FROM training.policies 

          WHERE year_of_manufacture=1961 

          AND manufacturer!='Unclassified'; 

This returns: 

_A1:Text,model_code2:Integer,policy_status:Text 
Ford,729013,confirmed business 
Ford,729013,confirmed business 
Ford,729013,confirmed business 
Ford,729013,confirmed business 
Ford,729013,confirmed business 
Rena,928012,confirmed business 
Rena,928012,confirmed business 
Rena,928012,confirmed business 
Rena,928012,confirmed business 
Rena,928012,confirmed business 
Rena,928012,confirmed business 
Volk,1724080,confirmed business 
Volk,1724080,confirmed business 

Note: In Java, substring() returns an error if the start or end position is beyond the end of the 
string. Standard SQL, however, returns what it can, which might be fewer characters than requested, 
or even an empty string. 
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Finding Maximum and Minimum values 

Bloomfire article: https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/965700-maximise-and-minimise-with-sql 

SQL Extension: IS MAXIMISED/MINIMISED 

This section looks at some Zizo extensions to SQL-92 that enable you to do things that would 
otherwise be quite complex in SQL. 

Using IS MAXIMISED 

Use IS MAXIMISED to find all records containing the greatest value for a specific field or expression, 
of any data type. 

A common question you might be asked is "What are the most recent records in this table?". If you 
are lucky they are the records at the end of the table, but more likely you are going to have to write 
an SQL query to find this out. Such a query is not obvious, but here is one solution: 

SELECT manufacturer, policy_start_date, 

       policy_end_date, year_of_manufacture 

      FROM training.policies 

            WHERE policy_start_date= 

           (SELECT MAX(policy_start_date) FROM training.policies); 

The results are: 

manufacturer:Text,policy_start_date:Date,policy_end_date:Date, 
year_of_manufacture:Integer 
Subaru,1997-10-01,1998-09-30,1988 
Subaru,1997-10-01,1998-09-30,1988 
Peugeot,1997-10-01,1998-09-30,1990 
Peugeot,1997-10-01,1998-09-30,1990 
Peugeot,1997-10-01,1998-09-30,1990 
Peugeot,1997-10-01,1998-09-30,1990 
Audi,1997-10-01,1998-09-30,1992 
Audi,1997-10-01,1998-09-30,1992 

As you can see, you have to write a nested SELECT to compute the maximum value first, and then 
select using that value. Not only is this query complex to write, it is also complex to execute, 
requiring effectively two extra queries. 

Here is the equivalent query that Zizo provides: 

SELECT manufacturer, policy_start_date, policy_end_date, 

      year_of_manufacture 

      FROM training.policies 

            WHERE policy_start_date IS MAXIMISED; 

This is a lot simpler to read and to understand. It is also much simpler to execute in Zizo, where we 
can use pattern sets to resolve this query in a single pass. 

https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/965700-maximise-and-minimise-with-sql
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Using IS MINIMISED 

Zizo supports IS MINIMISED as well as IS MAXIMISED. Use IS MINIMISED to find all records 
containing the lowest value for a specific field or expression, of any data type. 

For example: 

SELECT TOP 10 

           manufacturer, policy_no, policy_start_date, 

           policy_end_date, year_of_manufacture 

      FROM training.policies 

           WHERE policy_start_date IS MINIMISED; 

As the motor policy database contains many more records with the earliest start date, the example 
above requests only the first ten results. These are: 

manufacturer:Text,policy_no:Integer,policy_start_date:Date, 
policy_end_date:Date,year_of_manufacture:Integer 
Unclassified,30393,1993-01-01,1993-12-31,1989 
Unclassified,40093,1993-01-01,1993-12-31,1989 
Unclassified,68293,1993-01-01,1993-12-31,1989 
Subaru,88893,1993-01-01,1993-01-01,1993 
Unclassified,100893,1993-01-01,1993-12-31,1989 
Unclassified,150393,1993-01-01,1993-12-31,1989 
Unclassified,212593,1993-01-01,1993-12-31,1989 
Unclassified,218393,1993-01-01,1993-12-31,1989 
Unclassified,218893,1993-01-01,1993-12-31,1989 
Subaru,307093,1993-01-01,1993-12-31,1992 

SQL Extension: IS FIRST MAXIMISED/MINIMISED 

Zizo supports a further two variations for maximum and minimum, namely IS FIRST MAXIMISED 
and IS FIRST MINIMISED, as in the queries below: 

SELECT *  

      FROM training.policies 

           WHERE policy_start_date IS FIRST MAXIMISED; 

SELECT * 

      FROM training.policies 

           WHERE policy_start_date IS FIRST MINIMISED; 

IS FIRST MAXIMISED and IS FIRST MINIMISED behave exactly like IS MAXIMISED and IS 
MINIMISED, except that they return only the first row with the selected property, rather than all 
rows. 
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Using IS FIRST MAXIMISED 

Use IS FIRST MAXIMISED to find the first record that has the greatest value for a specific field or 
expression, of any data type. For example, the query below returns selected fields from the first 
record with the alphabetically last manufacturer name: 

SELECT manufacturer, model_code2, policy_start_date, policy_end_date 

      FROM training.policies 

           WHERE manufacturer IS FIRST MAXIMISED 

The result is: 

manufacturer:Text,model_code2:Integer,policy_start_date:Date, 
policy_end_date:Date 
Yondi,481127,1995-10-01,1996-09-30 

Using IS FIRST MINIMISED 

Use IS FIRST MINIMISED to find the first record that has the greatest value for a specific field or 
expression, of any data type. For example, the query below returns selected fields from the first 
record with the alphabetically first manufacturer name: 

SELECT manufacturer, model_code2, policy_start_date, policy_end_date 

      FROM training.policies 

           WHERE manufacturer IS FIRST MINIMISED 

The result is: 

manufacturer:Text,model_code2:Integer,policy_start_date:Date, 
policy_end_date:Date 
0,0,1996-01-01,1996-12-31 

SQL Extension: FOR EACH 

Zizo supports a further extension for finding maximum and minimum values, which is FOR EACH. 

Consider the following request that would be difficult to achieve in standard SQL. "Find the oldest car 
for each manufacturer in the database". In SQL you would have to write something like: 

SELECT * FROM training.policies AS T1 

      WHERE T1.year_of_manufacture= 

          (SELECT MIN(T2.year_of_manufacture) 

           FROM training.policies AS T2 

                WHERE T1.manufacturer=T2.manufacturer); 

It is not easy to see that this achieves the required result. Also, the nature of the inner query means 
that the query results in 20 or more subqueries, one for each manufacturer. 
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Using FOR EACH 

In Zizo the equivalent to the last query is: 

SELECT * 

      FROM training.policies 

           WHERE year_of_manufacture IS MINIMISED 

           FOR EACH manufacturer; 

This is much easier to understand than the previous query. Also, this query can be evaluated in a 
single pass through the table, which makes it much more efficient. 

FOR EACH works only with the MAXIMISED and MINIMISED operators. It acts as a modifier 
indicating that those operators should be applied for each 'field', rather than across the entire table. 

The FOR EACH syntax can be used with IS FIRST MAXIMISED/MINIMISED. So, for example, you 
could further refine the previous query to return only the first result for each manufacturer: 

SELECT * 

      FROM training.policies 

           WHERE year_of_manufacture IS FIRST MINIMISED 

           FOR EACH manufacturer; 

The entity that is being maximised or minimised does not have to be a column in the data – any 
arbitrary expression can be maximised by this statement. Similarly, if you want to maximise over two 
or more fields or functions, you can simply supply a comma-separated list of the fields and functions 
instead of a single column following the FOR EACH. For example: 

SELECT manufacturer, year_of_manufacture, model_code2 

      FROM training.policies 

           WHERE year_of_manufacture IS FIRST MINIMISED 

           FOR EACH manufacturer, model_code2 

      ORDER BY manufacturer; 
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Using Square Brackets [ ] as Identifier 

Protectors 

Link: http://stackoverflow.com/questions/9917196/meaning-of-square-brackets-in-ms-sql-table-
designer 

SQL Extension: [ ] around identifiers 

The use of "[ ]" (square brackets) around identifiers in Zizo SQL works in the same way as in Microsoft 
SQL Server. The square brackets are used to protect identifiers that contain spaces or other special 
characters, or identifiers that are keywords or reserved words. Without the identifier protection, the 
query would return an error. 

The support for square brackets in Zizo SQL is provided so that a query that originates from an 
implementation of SQL that supports square brackets, such as SQL Server, can be executed in Zizo 
without needing to be modified. 

For example, you could have a query originating in SQL Server that contains the identifier: 

sales01.dbo.[transaction] 

or: 

policy01.dbo.[year] 

As both "transaction" and "year" are reserved words in SQL Server, they are protected using 
square brackets. If you want to execute the query in Zizo without changing it, then Zizo SQL needs to 
recognize the square brackets as identifier protectors. This is especially useful in a complex query, 
where modifying the query could introduce an error. 

Recognising square brackets as identifier protectors 

Zizo does not automatically treat square brackets as identifier protectors. To enable Zizo to recognise 
that square brackets are being used in this way, you need to add the following property (or its DSN 
equivalent) to the DSN, connection string or command line: 

convertSquareBracketsToNames=true 

Example 

The service test application "service-app" can be used to run SQL queries from the command line. 
It is used in the following example to demonstrate how to enable Zizo to recognise when square 
brackets are being used as identifiers: 

service-app sql convertSquareBracketsToNames=true SELECT top 10 

manufacturer, [nominal_net_premium] from training.policies; 

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/9917196/meaning-of-square-brackets-in-ms-sql-table-designer
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/9917196/meaning-of-square-brackets-in-ms-sql-table-designer
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The results are: 

(Mitsubishi,2031.8) 
(Subaru,1881.85) 
(Subaru,43.42) 
(Volkswagen,600.71) 
(Volkswagen,43.42) 
(Volkswagen,-600.71) 
(Volkswagen,-43.42) 
(Subaru,2449.82) 
(Subaru,32.03) 
(Subaru,-2449.82) 

This also works if the query is in a script file: 

service-app sql convertSquareBracketsToNames=true run script 

scripts\queries\square_brackets.txt 

Note on identifiers containing spaces 

Zizo SQL supports the use of spaces inside square brackets, but using multiple consecutive spaces in 
identifiers might cause issues, so should be avoided if possible. The recommended method for 
handling identifiers containing multiple spaces is to enclose them in double quotes. 

For example, you could have a query such as: 

SELECT [transaction code ref1], SUM([net premium]) 

    FROM doctest.transactions 

    GROUP BY [transaction code ref1]; 

convertSquareBracketsToNames=true 

The recommended syntax for this query would be to change the square brackets to double quotes: 

SELECT "transaction code ref1", SUM("net premium") 

    FROM doctest.transactions 

    GROUP BY "transaction code ref1"; 

convertSquareBracketsToNames=true 

However, this silently converts names with spaces to names with underscores, so transaction 
code ref1 would become transaction_code_ref1. This would result in fields not being found. 
To achieve the desired result, you would need to include the following property: 

rewriteQuotedNamesToZiZoStandard=false 

The query then becomes: 

SELECT "transaction code ref1", SUM("net premium") 

    FROM doctest.transactions 

    GROUP BY "transaction code ref1"; 

convertSquareBracketsToNames=true, 

rewriteQuotedNamesToZiZoStandard=false 

This handles multiple consecutive space characters and allows you to query columns whose names 
contain spaces. 
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Note 1: There is a possibility that some queries containing identifiers that include spaces might not 
work, even when you use the syntax shown in the previous example. This is because the Zizo 
expression system assumes that all legal identifiers really are legal identifiers. If this rule is violated, 
the results could be unpredictable. 

Note 2: Zizo support for identifiers containing spaces is provided for potential future connections to 
non-Zizo tables, so that queries do not need to be rewritten for execution by Zizo SQL. Column 
names in Zizo database files must not contain spaces or any other illegal characters, so these are 
silently converted to an underscore when the query is processed. 

The legal characters for Zizo database column names are: 

A-Z 

a-z 

0-9 

_ (underscore) 

Zizo database column names must start with a letter. 
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Using IN to Take a Random Sample 

Bloomfire article: https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1338687-random-sampling-of-zizo-database-
tables 

SQL Extension: IN random_sample(x,y) 

Zizo SQL supports the ability to create a summary table containing a random sample of the data in a 
Zizo table. The syntax is used as shown below: 

SELECT <uid>, count(*) 

     FROM <table> 

          WHERE <uid> IN random_sample(x,y) 

          GROUP BY <uid>; 

"<uid>" is a unique identifier that ensures that all records relating to that identifier are included in 
the sample. 

Note: random_sample() is an extension to the IN predicate where the list of values is provided by 
random_sample(). 

The function random_sample(x,y) takes two arguments: 

x: the sample size. 

y: a random number seed. Using the seed means that the sample will always be the same for 
that seed, so the process is repeatable. 

Both of these arguments are expressions, so for a completely random choice simply replace y by an 

expression. 

Consider the following logistics example where the table contains a collection of records that 
represent track events for a package. If we simply select randomly then the rows will not be 
representative of the data. This is because it is very unlikely that all track events for any specific 
package will be selected. Also, many tracks will appear inconsistent because elements have been 
omitted. 

Ideally the sample should consist of random packages and then return all the records for that 
package. One way to do this would be to examine the data set, choose certain package identifiers 
from it, and then perform a SELECT on the table to restrict the results to just those identifiers, then 
export the resulting rows. This would work, but is quite a time-consuming way to do it. 

You can do this directly in Zizo SQL using the syntax: 

WHERE <uid> IN random_sample(x,y) 

https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1338687-random-sampling-of-zizo-database-tables
https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1338687-random-sampling-of-zizo-database-tables
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For example: 

SELECT trackid, count(*) 

     FROM package.tracking 

          WHERE trackid IN random_sample(10,47123) 

          GROUP BY trackid; 

This will produce a short summary table showing the number of tracking events for 10 randomly 
chosen "trackid" values. 

Using the motor policies table, we can generate a random sample that counts all the records for a 
random selection of 15 model codes: 

SELECT manufacturer, model_code2, count(*) 

     FROM training.policies 

          WHERE model_code2 in random_sample(15,23456) 

          GROUP BY manufacturer, model_code2; 

This returns: 

manufacturer:Text,model_code2:Integer,_A3:BIGINT 
Cheverolet,961169,2010 
Daihatsu,281070,197 
Fiat,737270,36 
Ford,1729040,202 
Geo,1201026,12 
Geo,1201060,2269 
Lancia,513215,4 
Mazda,588060,39 
Mercedes,1274091,28 
Nissan,624100,86 
Opel,33290,6 
Talbot,424120,142 
Volkswagen,724211,19 
Volkswagen,724265,8 
Volkswagen,1724080,3802 

SQL Extension: IN weighted_random_sample(x,y) 

Consider another example where we have a small number of packages with a large number of 
tracking events, and a large number of packages with a small number of tracking events. If we take a 
random sample, we are statistically unlikely to see any of the small number of packages with a large 
number of tracking events (even though they may make up a large fraction of the number of rows in 
the table). 

To get around this, use: 

WHERE <uid> IN weighted_random_sample(x,y) 

The function weighted_random_sample(x,y) works like the previous function, except that the 
probability that a value is chosen is now proportional to the number of rows that the value appears 
in. 
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Changing the previous motor policies query to use a weighted random sample, the query becomes: 

SELECT manufacturer, model_code2, count(*) 

     FROM training.policies 

          WHERE model_code2 in weighted_random_sample(15,23456) 

          GROUP BY manufacturer, model_code2; 

The results are now: 

manufacturer:Text,model_code2:Integer,_A3:BIGINT 
Aston Martin,1127115,62 
Aston Martin,1127300,395 
Cheverolet,961038,2605 
Citroen,817450,114 
Fiat,737194,10444 
Geo,1201060,2269 
Mazda,588040,4402 
Mitsubishi,590010,20167 
Peugeot,739283,89 
Renault,1928082,13152 
Skoda,676010,3312 
Subaru,650220,115 
Toyota,413020,4709 
Volkswagen,724066,351 
Volkswagen,724185,2353 

If you compare these results with the output from the previous query, you can see that the model 
codes that only appear a few times in the table have been omitted from the results and replaced 
with models that appear many more times. 
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Date and Time Functions 

Link: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/date-and-time-data-types-and-functions-
transact-sql 

Zizo SQL supports some useful date and time functions that are supported in other implementations 
of SQL, such as Transact-SQL. These are: 

• DATEDIFF: See SQL Extension: DATEDIFF below. 

• DATEADD: See SQL Extension: DATEADD on page 52. 

• DATEPART: See SQL Extension: DATEPART on page 52. 

• DAY: See SQL Extension: DAY on page 53. 

• MONTH: See SQL Extension: MONTH on page 54. 

• YEAR: See SQL Extension: YEAR on page 54. 

SQL Extension: DATEDIFF 

Link: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/datediff-transact-sql 

Syntax: DATEDIFF(<datepart>, <startdate>, <enddate>) 

DATEDIFF returns the count (signed integer) of the specified <datepart> boundaries crossed 
between the specified <startdate> and <enddate>. 

For example: 

SELECT year_of_manufacture, policy_start_date, policy_end_date, 

     DATEDIFF(year, policy_start_date, policy_end_date) 

     FROM training.policies 

          WHERE year_of_manufacture>1949 

          AND year_of_manufacture<1960; 

This returns: 

year_of_manufacture:Integer,policy_start_date:Date,policy_end_date:Date,
_A4:BIGINT 
1953,1993-03-01,1994-02-28,-1 
1953,1994-03-01,1995-02-28,-1 
1953,1994-03-01,1995-02-28,-1 
1953,1995-03-01,1996-02-29,-1 
1953,1995-03-01,1996-02-29,-1 
1953,1995-03-01,1996-02-29,-1 
1953,1995-03-01,1996-02-29,-1 
1953,1993-01-01,1993-12-31,0 
1957,1993-01-01,1993-12-31,0 
... 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/date-and-time-data-types-and-functions-transact-sql
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/date-and-time-data-types-and-functions-transact-sql
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/datediff-transact-sql
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SQL Extension: DATEADD 

Link: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/dateadd-transact-sql 

Syntax: DATEADD(<datepart>, <number>, <date>) 

DATEADD returns a specified <date> with the specified <number> interval (signed integer) added to 
a specified <datepart> of that <date>. 

For example: 

SELECT year_of_manufacture, policy_start_date, 

     DATEADD(month, 6, policy_start_date) 

     FROM training.policies 

          WHERE year_of_manufacture>1949 

          AND year_of_manufacture<1960; 

This returns: 

year_of_manufacture:Integer,policy_start_date:Date,_A3:DateTime 
1953,1993-03-01,1993-09-01 
1953,1994-03-01,1994-09-01 
1953,1994-03-01,1994-09-01 
1953,1995-03-01,1995-09-01 
1953,1995-03-01,1995-09-01 
1953,1995-03-01,1995-09-01 
1953,1995-03-01,1995-09-01 
1953,1993-01-01,1993-07-01 
1957,1993-01-01,1993-07-01 
1957,1993-01-01,1993-07-01 
... 

SQL Extension: DATEPART 

Link: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/datepart-transact-sql 

Syntax: DATEPART(<datepart>, <date>) 

DATEPART returns an integer that represents the specified <datepart> of the specified <date>. 

For example: 

SELECT year_of_manufacture, policy_start_date, 

     DATEPART(month, policy_start_date) 

     FROM training.policies 

          WHERE year_of_manufacture>1949 

          AND year_of_manufacture<1960; 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/dateadd-transact-sql
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/datepart-transact-sql
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This returns: 

year_of_manufacture:Integer,policy_start_date:Date,_A3:Integer 
1953,1993-03-01,3 
1953,1994-03-01,3 
1953,1994-03-01,3 
1953,1995-03-01,3 
1953,1995-03-01,3 
1953,1995-03-01,3 
1953,1995-03-01,3 
1953,1993-01-01,1 
1957,1993-01-01,1 
1957,1993-01-01,1 
... 

SQL Extension: DAY 

Link: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/day-transact-sql 

Syntax: DAY(<date>) 

DAY returns an integer representing the day (day of the month) of the specified <date>. 

For example: 

SELECT year_of_manufacture, policy_end_date, 

     DAY(policy_end_date) 

     FROM training.policies 

          WHERE year_of_manufacture>1949 

          AND year_of_manufacture<1960; 

This returns: 

year_of_manufacture:Integer,policy_end_date:Date,_A3:Integer 
1953,1994-02-28,28 
1953,1995-02-28,28 
1953,1995-02-28,28 
1953,1996-02-29,29 
1953,1996-02-29,29 
1953,1996-02-29,29 
1953,1996-02-29,29 
1953,1993-12-31,31 
1957,1993-12-31,31 
1957,1993-12-31,31 
... 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/day-transact-sql
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SQL Extension: MONTH 

Link: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/month-transact-sql 

Syntax: MONTH(<date>) 

MONTH returns an integer that represents the month of the specified <date>. 

For example: 

SELECT year_of_manufacture, policy_end_date, 

     MONTH(policy_end_date) 

     FROM training.policies 

          WHERE year_of_manufacture>1949 

          AND year_of_manufacture<1960; 

This returns: 

year_of_manufacture:Integer,policy_end_date:Date,_A3:Integer 
1953,1994-02-28,2 
1953,1995-02-28,2 
1953,1995-02-28,2 
1953,1996-02-29,2 
1953,1996-02-29,2 
1953,1996-02-29,2 
1953,1996-02-29,2 
1953,1993-12-31,12 
1957,1993-12-31,12 
1957,1993-12-31,12 
... 

SQL Extension: YEAR 

Link: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/year-transact-sql 

Syntax: YEAR(<date>) 

YEAR returns an integer that represents the year of the specified <date>. 

For example: 

SELECT year_of_manufacture, policy_end_date, 

     YEAR(policy_end_date) 

     FROM training.policies 

          WHERE year_of_manufacture>1949 

          AND year_of_manufacture<1960; 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/month-transact-sql
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/year-transact-sql
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This returns: 

year_of_manufacture:Integer,policy_end_date:Date,_A3:Integer 
1953,1994-02-28,1994 
1953,1995-02-28,1995 
1953,1995-02-28,1995 
1953,1996-02-29,1996 
1953,1996-02-29,1996 
1953,1996-02-29,1996 
1953,1996-02-29,1996 
1953,1993-12-31,1993 
1957,1993-12-31,1993 
1957,1993-12-31,1993 
1956,1993-12-31,1993 
... 
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Using the NULL-safe Equals Operator 

Link: https://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.7/en/comparison-operators.html 

SQL Extension: <=> (NULL-safe equals) 

The "<=>" (NULL-safe equals) operator in Zizo SQL works in the same way as in MySQL. It performs 
an equality comparison like "=" (equals), but returns '1' rather than NULL if both operands are NULL, 

and '0' rather than NULL if one operand is NULL. 

For example: 

SELECT TOP 10 

          manufacturer, model_code2, 

          policy_start_date, policy_end_date, cancel_date, 

          cancel_date<=>policy_start_date 

     FROM training.policies 

          WHERE manufacturer>999 

          AND year(policy_end_date)=1996; 

This returns: 

manufacturer:Text,model_code2:Integer,policy_start_date:Date, 
policy_end_date:Date,cancel_date:Date,_A6:Boolean 
Volkswagen,724200,1995-04-01,1996-03-31,1995-04-01,true 
Volkswagen,724200,1995-04-01,1996-03-31,1995-04-01,true 
Volkswagen,724200,1995-04-01,1996-03-31,1995-04-01,true 
Volkswagen,724200,1995-04-01,1996-03-31,1995-04-01,true 
Opel,33170,1995-09-01,1996-08-31,,false 
Opel,33170,1995-09-01,1996-08-31,,false 
Opel,33170,1995-09-01,1996-08-31,,false 
Opel,33170,1995-09-01,1996-08-31,,false 
Suzuki,683030,1995-11-01,1996-10-31,1996-10-31,false 
Suzuki,683030,1995-11-01,1996-10-31,1996-10-31,false 

Without the NULL-safe equals operator, queries can become very complex, especially JOIN queries. 
For example: 

SELECT * 

     FROM L1 JOIN R1 

          ON (L1.name=R1.name) 

          OR ((L1.name IS NULL) AND (R1.name IS NULL)); 

Using the NULL-safe equals operator, this becomes: 

SELECT * 

     FROM L1 JOIN R1 

     WHERE L1.name <=> R1.name; 

This is both much simpler and much more efficiently executed. 

 

https://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.7/en/comparison-operators.html
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Using the IFNULL Function 

Link: http://www.w3resource.com/mysql/control-flow-functions/if-null-function.php 

SQL Extension: IFNULL() 

Syntax: IFNULL(<expression_1>, <expression_2>) 

Zizo SQL supports the IFNULL function that is available in MySQL. 

• If <expression_1> is not NULL, this function returns <expression_1>. 

• If <expression_1> is NULL, this function returns <expression_2>. 

For example: 

SELECT 

     model_code2, policy_start_date, cancel_date, policy_end_date, 

     IFNULL(cancel_date, policy_end_date) 

     FROM docproject.fiatpol71; 

This query returns the cancel_date in the final column, unless that date is NULL, in which case it 
returns the policy_end_date. The results are: 

model_code2:Integer,policy_start_date:Date,cancel_date:Date,policy_en
d_date:Date,_A5:Date 
737323, 1993-01-01, 1993-04-03, 1993-12-31, 1993-04-03 
737323, 1993-01-01, 1993-04-03, 1993-12-31, 1993-04-03 
737020, 1997-03-01, 1997-03-01, 1998-02-28, 1997-03-01 
737020, 1997-03-01, 1997-03-01, 1998-02-28, 1997-03-01 
737020, 1997-03-01, , 1998-02-28, 1998-02-28 
737020, 1997-03-01, , 1998-02-28, 1998-02-28 
737020, 1997-03-01, , 1998-02-28, 1998-02-28 
737020, 1997-03-01, , 1998-02-28, 1998-02-28 
737020, 1997-03-01, 1997-03-01, 1998-02-28, 1997-03-01 
737020, 1997-03-01, 1997-03-01, 1998-02-28, 1997-03-01 
737310, 1994-10-06, 1995-08-31, 1995-08-31, 1995-08-31 
737310, 1994-10-06, 1995-08-31, 1995-08-31, 1995-08-31 
737310, 1995-09-01, 1995-09-01, 1996-08-31, 1995-09-01 
737310, 1995-09-01, 1995-09-01, 1996-08-31, 1995-09-01 
737310, 1995-09-01, 1995-09-01, 1996-08-31, 1995-09-01 
737310, 1995-09-01, 1995-09-01, 1996-08-31, 1995-09-01 
737080, 1994-12-05, 1995-02-20, 1995-10-31, 1995-02-20 
737080, 1994-12-05, 1995-02-20, 1995-10-31, 1995-02-20 
737080, 1996-02-06, 1996-05-20, 1996-07-31, 1996-05-20 

Note: The columns have been manually aligned in the results shown above, to make it more obvious 
where the cancel_date contains a NULL value. 

 

http://www.w3resource.com/mysql/control-flow-functions/if-null-function.php
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Using the ISNULL Function 

Link: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/isnull-transact-sql 

SQL Extension: ISNULL() 

Syntax: ISNULL(<check_expression>, <replacement_value>) 

Zizo SQL supports the ISNULL function that is available in Transact-SQL. 

• If the <check_expression> is not NULL, this function returns the <check_expression>. 

• If the <check_expression> is NULL, this function returns the <replacement_value>. 

For example: 

SELECT 

     model_code2, policy_start_date, cancel_date, policy_end_date, 

     ISNULL(cancel_date, policy_end_date) 

     FROM docproject.fiatpol71; 

This query returns the cancel_date in the final column, unless that date is NULL, in which case it 
replaces it with the policy_end_date. The results are: 

model_code2:Integer,policy_start_date:Date,cancel_date:Date,policy_en
d_date:Date,_A5:Date 
737323, 1993-01-01, 1993-04-03, 1993-12-31, 1993-04-03 
737323, 1993-01-01, 1993-04-03, 1993-12-31, 1993-04-03 
737020, 1997-03-01, 1997-03-01, 1998-02-28, 1997-03-01 
737020, 1997-03-01, 1997-03-01, 1998-02-28, 1997-03-01 
737020, 1997-03-01, , 1998-02-28, 1998-02-28 
737020, 1997-03-01, , 1998-02-28, 1998-02-28 
737020, 1997-03-01, , 1998-02-28, 1998-02-28 
737020, 1997-03-01, , 1998-02-28, 1998-02-28 
737020, 1997-03-01, 1997-03-01, 1998-02-28, 1997-03-01 
737020, 1997-03-01, 1997-03-01, 1998-02-28, 1997-03-01 
737310, 1994-10-06, 1995-08-31, 1995-08-31, 1995-08-31 
737310, 1994-10-06, 1995-08-31, 1995-08-31, 1995-08-31 
737310, 1995-09-01, 1995-09-01, 1996-08-31, 1995-09-01 
737310, 1995-09-01, 1995-09-01, 1996-08-31, 1995-09-01 
737310, 1995-09-01, 1995-09-01, 1996-08-31, 1995-09-01 
737310, 1995-09-01, 1995-09-01, 1996-08-31, 1995-09-01 
737080, 1994-12-05, 1995-02-20, 1995-10-31, 1995-02-20 
737080, 1994-12-05, 1995-02-20, 1995-10-31, 1995-02-20 
737080, 1996-02-06, 1996-05-20, 1996-07-31, 1996-05-20 

Note 1: The columns have been manually aligned in the results shown above, to make it more 
obvious where the cancel_date contains a NULL value. 

Note 2: This gives the same results as the IFNULL() function described in the previous section. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/isnull-transact-sql
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Using the COALESCE Function 

SQL Extension: COALESCE 

Syntax: COALESCE(<expression_1>, <expression_2> [, <expression_n>]) 

The COALESCE function returns the first non-null expression among its arguments. Although it is not 
part of either the SQL 97 or the SQL 2003 standard, it is widely supported in different 
implementations of SQL. Zizo supports the COALESCE function, but also supports a more flexible 
alternative. 

COALESCE is typically used to process data obtained from different sources, where several fields 
might contain the required information, so you want to try each in turn until you find one that is non-
null. For example: 

SELECT  

     COALESCE(customer_id3, customer_id2, customer_id1), 

     SUM(spend) 

          FROM data.example 

          WHERE city='Milton Keynes'; 

In this example there are three potential fields that identify the customer: customer_id1, 
customer_id2 and customer_id3. The COALESCE() function returns the value of the first one of 
these which is not null. 

In Zizo you can achieve the same result with the following alternative query: 

SELECT 

     if(customer_id3, customer_id3, 

          if(customer_id2, customer_id2, customer_id1)), 

     SUM(spend) 

          FROM data.example 

          WHERE city='Milton Keynes'; 

Although this syntax is slightly longer, it can be more flexible. 

The example below uses a table exported from the motor policies database, containing data for the 
manufacturer 'Fiat', where the year of manufacture is before 1972. The COALESCE function in this 
example returns the cancel_date if this is not null, otherwise it returns the policy_end_date: 

SELECT 

     policy_start_date, cancel_date, policy_end_date, 

     COALESCE(cancel_date, policy_end_date) 

     FROM docproject.fiatpol71; 
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Note: The columns have been manually aligned in the results shown below, to make it more obvious 
where the cancel_date is NULL. 

policy_start_date:Date,cancel_date:Date,policy_end_date:Date,_A4:Date 
1993-01-01, 1993-04-03, 1993-12-31, 1993-04-03 
1993-01-01, 1993-04-03, 1993-12-31, 1993-04-03 
1997-03-01, 1997-03-01, 1998-02-28, 1997-03-01 
1997-03-01, 1997-03-01, 1998-02-28, 1997-03-01 
1997-03-01, , 1998-02-28, 1998-02-28 
1997-03-01, , 1998-02-28, 1998-02-28 
1997-03-01, , 1998-02-28, 1998-02-28 
1997-03-01, , 1998-02-28, 1998-02-28 
1997-03-01, 1997-03-01, 1998-02-28, 1997-03-01 
1997-03-01, 1997-03-01, 1998-02-28, 1997-03-01 
1994-10-06, 1995-08-31, 1995-08-31, 1995-08-31 
1994-10-06, 1995-08-31, 1995-08-31, 1995-08-31 
1995-09-01, 1995-09-01, 1996-08-31, 1995-09-01 
1995-09-01, 1995-09-01, 1996-08-31, 1995-09-01 
1995-09-01, 1995-09-01, 1996-08-31, 1995-09-01 
1995-09-01, 1995-09-01, 1996-08-31, 1995-09-01 
1994-12-05, 1995-02-20, 1995-10-31, 1995-02-20 
1994-12-05, 1995-02-20, 1995-10-31, 1995-02-20 
1996-02-06, 1996-05-20, 1996-07-31, 1996-05-20 

You could achieve the same result with the following alternative query: 

SELECT 

     policy_start_date, cancel_date, policy_end_date, 

     if(cancel_date, cancel_date, policy_end_date) 

     FROM docproject.fiatpol71; 

Note: Zizo functions are case sensitive, so 'if' must be written in lower case, as shown above. 
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String Similarity Functions 

Zizo SQL supports two useful Transact-SQL string functions that are based on how the strings sound 
when spoken, and enable you to evaluate their similarity. These functions are: 

• SOUNDEX: See SQL Extension: SOUNDEX() below. 

• DIFFERENCE: See SQL Extension: DIFFERENCE() on page 62. 

Note: SOUNDEX and DIFFERENCE are implemented according to the standard ASCII character set 
and do not consider alternative collation schemes, or international character sets. 

SQL Extension: SOUNDEX() 

Syntax: SOUNDEX(<character_expression>) 

Link: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/soundex-transact-sql 

SOUNDEX converts an alphanumeric string to a four-character code that is based on how the string 
sounds when spoken. 

• The first character of the code is the first character of the <character_expression>, 
converted to upper case. 

• The second, third and fourth characters of the code are numbers that represent the letters in the 
<character_expression>. 

The letters A, E, I, O, U, H, W and Y are ignored, unless they are the first letter of the string. If 
necessary, zeroes are added at the end to produce a four-character code. 

SOUNDEX codes from different strings can be compared to see how similar the strings sound when 
spoken. The DIFFERENCE function (see next subsection) performs a SOUNDEX on two strings, and 
returns an integer that represents how similar the SOUNDEX codes are for those strings. 

For example: 

SELECT TOP 5 manufacturer, 

    SOUNDEX(manufacturer), 

    SOUNDEX('Ford'), 

    SOUNDEX('Fiat') 

    FROM docproject.fiatpol71; 

This query returns the manufacturer name, the SOUNDEX code for the manufacturer name, then the 
SOUNDEX codes for 'Ford' and 'Fiat', from a database that contains policies only for the manufacturer 
'Fiat'. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/soundex-transact-sql
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The results (top 5 only) are: 

manufacturer:Text,_A2:Text,_A3:Text,_A4:Text 
Fiat,F300,F630,F300 
Fiat,F300,F630,F300 
Fiat,F300,F630,F300 
Fiat,F300,F630,F300 
Fiat,F300,F630,F300 

This shows the difference between the SOUNDEX codes for 'Ford' (F630) and 'Fiat' (F300). 

SQL Extension: DIFFERENCE() 

Link: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/difference-transact-sql 

Syntax: DIFFERENCE(<character_expression_1>, <character_expression_2>) 

DIFFERENCE returns an integer value that indicates the difference between the SOUNDEX values of 
two character expressions. The integer value returned is the number of characters in the SOUNDEX 
values that are the same. This value is in the range 0-4, where 0 indicates weak or no similarity, and 4 
indicates strong similarity or the same values. 

For example: 

SELECT DIFFERENCE('Alun', 'Alan'); 

SELECT DIFFERENCE('Allan', 'Alan'); 

SELECT DIFFERENCE('Allen', 'Alan'); 

In each case the names sound the same or very similar, so the result is: 

4 

Compare this with the following examples and their results: 

SELECT DIFFERENCE('Alwyn', 'Alan'); 

4 

SELECT DIFFERENCE('Arwyn', 'Alan'); 

3 

SELECT DIFFERENCE('Darren', 'Alan'); 

2 

SELECT DIFFERENCE('Arthur', 'Alan'); 

1 

SELECT DIFFERENCE('Edgar', 'Alan'); 

0 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/functions/difference-transact-sql
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Using Cross Apply 

Bloomfire article: https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1364523-cross-apply 

SQL Extension: CROSS APPLY 

The Hull release of Zizo introduced support for "CROSS APPLY" in Zizo SQL. CROSS APPLY is a 
variation on CROSS JOIN, which returns all possible pairings between the left and right tables. For a 
CROSS APPLY you also include a guard with the join. 

The basic syntax for Cross Apply is 

SELECT <selection> 

     FROM <table 1> 

          CROSS APPLY <table 2> 

          ON <condition>; 

For example: 

SELECT * 

     FROM <table 1> 

          CROSS APPLY <table 2> 

          ON <table 1>.price > <table 2>.cost; 

The CROSS APPLY tells Zizo that you want a CROSS JOIN between the two tables, but only want 
the rows that satisfy the condition. These are actually the same rows that you would get from doing: 

SELECT * 

     FROM <table 1> 

          CROSS JOIN <table 2> 

          WHERE <table 1>.price > <table 2>.cost; 

Both approaches are equally efficient because Zizo creates the elements of a CROSS JOIN on 
demand, so there is no additional cost in performing the selection after the JOIN. 

For some databases it is more efficient to perform the SELECT as part of the join process, so CROSS 
APPLY was added to SQL 2005 to allow those databases to do it that way. Adding CROSS APPLY to 
Zizo means that Zizo SQL can execute those queries without having to change them. 

Example 

The example below uses a small table of currencies and some of the countries that use them to 
generate a list of all the pairings where countries use the same currency. The first query below 
selects all the data to show the table's contents: 

SELECT * 

     FROM training.currencies; 

https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1364523-cross-apply
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The results are: 

currency:Text,country:Text 
Euro,Italy 
Pound,UK 
Euro,Germany 
Dollar,US 
Euro,France 
Yen,Japan 
Euro,Spain 
Krona,Sweden 

The next query uses a CROSS APPLY to show all the pairings that use the same currency. In the 
limited data set, the only currency that is used by more than one country is the Euro, so the results 
show only pairs of countries that use the Euro. 

Note that the query uses a WHERE clause to exclude pairing any country with itself. 

The query is: 

SELECT * 

     FROM training.currencies AS t1 

          CROSS APPLY training.currencies AS t2 

          ON t1.currency=t2.currency 

               WHERE t1.country<>t2.country; 

This returns: 

(Text:t1.currency,Text:t1.country,Text:t2.currency,Text:t2.country) 
(Euro,Italy,Euro,Germany) 
(Euro,Italy,Euro,France) 
(Euro,Italy,Euro,Spain) 
(Euro,Germany,Euro,Italy) 
(Euro,Germany,Euro,France) 
(Euro,Germany,Euro,Spain) 
(Euro,France,Euro,Italy) 
(Euro,France,Euro,Germany) 
(Euro,France,Euro,Spain) 
(Euro,Spain,Euro,Italy) 
(Euro,Spain,Euro,Germany) 
(Euro,Spain,Euro,France) 
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Using a Triangle Join 

Bloomfire article: https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1430212-using-a-triangle-join-in-zizo-sql 

SQL Extension: TRIANGLE JOIN 

A TRIANGLE JOIN is a form of CROSS JOIN that joins each pairing only once, ignoring pairings where 
the indexes are reversed. For example, the pairing (11,17) will be joined, but not the pairing (17,11). 
A TRIANGLE JOIN is principally used when joining a table to itself, to produce all possible unique 
pairings between records. 

For example, if table [A,B,C] is joined to itself, a regular Cross Join would result in the pairings  

[[A,A],[A,B],[A,C], 
[B,A],[B,B],[B,C], 
[C,A],[C,B],[C,C]] 

With a Triangle Join, the shaded pairs would be omitted because they have already been joined with 
the reverse pairings, so the results would be: 

[[A,A],[A,B],[A,C], 
[B,B],[B,C], 
[C,C]] 

The basic syntax for a Triangle Join is: 

SELECT <selection> 

     FROM <table 1> 

          TRIANGLE JOIN <table 2> 

          ON <condition>; 

where <table 1> and <table 2> are typically, but not necessarily, the same table. 

Note: For a TRIANGLE JOIN, the tables being joined must contain the same number of rows. 

Example 

The example below uses a table of data about UK cities (training.cities), containing the latitude 
and longitude of each city. We want to run a query that returns the distance between each pair of 
cities, but with each distance between a pair of cities returned only once. 

A CROSS JOIN would return each pairing twice – for example, London to Plymouth as well as 
Plymouth to London. Since we want each pairing only once, we use a TRIANGLE JOIN instead. 

https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1430212-using-a-triangle-join-in-zizo-sql
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The contents of the training.cities table are shown below: 

City Country Latitude Longitude 

London UK 51.509865 -0.118092 

Plymouth UK 50.37629 -4.143841 

Cardiff UK 51.481583 -3.17909 

Aberdeen UK 57.14965 -2.099075 

Birmingham UK 52.48142 -1.89983 

Belfast UK 54.60787 -5.926437 

Edinburgh UK 55.95206 -3.19648 

Manchester UK 53.48095 -2.23743 

Liverpool UK 53.41058 -2.97794 

Glasgow UK 55.86515 -4.25763 

 

The shaded cells in the table below show the data that will be returned by a TRIANGLE JOIN. Note 
that this includes the result of joining each row to itself, so we need to include a condition in the 
query to exclude these joins from the results. 

 

The TRIANGLE JOIN query is: 

SELECT t2.City, t1.City, 

            let d1=t1.Latitude-t2.Latitude 

            in let d2=t1.Longitude-t2.Longitude 

            in sqrt(d1*d1+d2*d2)*65 

       FROM training.cities AS t1 

            TRIANGLE JOIN training.cities AS t2 

            WHERE t1.City<>t2.City; 

The condition "WHERE t1.City<>t2.City" ensures that the output excludes the result of joining 
any city to itself. 
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Some of the results of the query are shown below. For documentation purposes these have been put 
into tabular form. 

t2.City:Text t1.City:Text _A3:Double 
London Plymouth 271.8496033643715 
London Cardiff 198.9733639819479 
London Aberdeen 388.5427804346332 
London Birmingham 131.9116833727264 
London Belfast 427.8881201596477 
London Edinburgh 351.2982548295875 
London Manchester 188.1272087296923 
London Liverpool 223.20140716922006 
London Glasgow 390.56447848787576 
...   
Edinburgh Manchester 172.29497698285743 
Edinburgh Liverpool 165.80588390518753 
Edinburgh Glasgow 69.2056915363189 
Manchester Liverpool 48.34999290580015 
Manchester Glasgow 203.12496650795308 
Liverpool Glasgow 179.928214303007 

 

Each pairing occurs only once, and no city is paired with itself. 

For further details, see the Bloomfire article referenced at the start of this section. 
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Using Local Cross Join 

Bloomfire article: https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1430239-using-a-local-join-in-zizo 

SQL Extension: LOCAL CROSS JOIN 

A LOCAL CROSS JOIN is a way of limiting the size of a join by assuming that some appropriate 
ordering has been applied to the data on the left and right, and then only joining rows that are "close 
together". 

The basic syntax for a LOCAL CROSS JOIN is: 

SELECT <selection> 

     FROM <table 1> 

          LOCAL CROSS JOIN <table 2> 

          ON <join guard>; 

where <table 1> and <table 2> are typically, but not necessarily, the same table. 

For example, you could have a table of distances between cities, where the cities are sorted from 
northernmost to southernmost. If you want to find pairs of cities that have the shortest routes 
between then, it is likely that considering cities at similar latitudes would give a good solution. 

Taking the example further, you might want to consider pairs that looked 3 north and 3 south, so you 
could use a join such as: 

SELECT *  

     FROM docdata.cities 

          LOCAL CROSS JOIN training.cities 

          ON [-3,-2,-1,1,2,3]; 

This joins a city to the corresponding city -3, -2, etc. 

Below is a detailed example showing how to use a LOCAL CROSS JOIN. 

Example 

This example uses the same table of data about 10 UK cities (training.cities) as used in the 
TRIANGLE JOIN example in the previous section. This table contains the latitude and longitude of 
each city. For a LOCAL CROSS JOIN we need the data to be ordered in an appropriate way – in this 
case by descending order of latitude. To achieve this, the query script first creates and registers a 
temporary table containing the cities data ordered from north to south, then uses the temporary 
table as the source for the LOCAL CROSS JOIN. 

Using the ordered cities data, we want to find the shortest route between the 10 cities (the classic 
"travelling salesman problem"). Instead of trying to find the absolute best route, we can use a query 
to help find a "good" route. 

To look for a good route, the example query will start at the most northerly city and look at the 
distance to the next two cities to the south (or north, for any city that hasn't yet been visited). The 
shortest of these distances then gives us the next city to visit. We do this using a LOCAL CROSS JOIN. 

https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1430239-using-a-local-join-in-zizo
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The LOCAL CROSS JOIN assumes that the order in which the rows appear is important, then only joins 
a row to its close neighbours, hence the name LOCAL join. This has the effect of limiting the size of 
the join so that not only does the join scale linearly with the data size, but so will the processes 
associated with the data. 

The query script below does the following: 

1. Creates and registers a temporary table called training.sorted_cities, containing the 
cities data sorted from north to south. 

2. Selects the contents of the temporary table. (This step is included simply to show the contents of 
the training.sorted_cities table.) 

3. Uses a LOCAL CROSS JOIN to join each city to only the two cities immediately south of it. We can 
use the resulting table of distances to plan a good route from north to south. 
 
Note: For a local cross join the "ON" statement contains the definition for "close to". The 
numbers [1,2] indicate that a row should be joined to the next row and also to the next but 
one row (assuming both exist). You can also use negative numbers to join a row to the previous 
row (or rows), and even use 0 to join a row to itself. 

4. Unregisters the temporary table. 

Note: For information on registering a temporary table, see Registering a Temporary Table or View 
on page 85. 

 

The contents of the query script are: 

REGISTER ( 

          SELECT * 

               FROM training.cities 

               ORDER BY Latitude DESC) 

AS training.sorted_cities; 

SELECT * FROM training.sorted_cities; 

SELECT t1.City, t2.City, 

            let d1=t1.Latitude-t2.Latitude 

            in let d2=t1.Longitude-t2.Longitude 

            in sqrt(d1*d1+d2*d2)*65 

       FROM training.sorted_cities AS t1 

            LOCAL CROSS JOIN training.sorted_cities AS t2 

            ON [1,2]; 

UNREGISTER training.sorted_cities; 
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The outputs from the query script are given below: 

1. The training.sorted_cities table is created and temporarily registered. This table contains 
the cities data sorted in descending order of latitude. 

2. The second step returns the contents of the training.sorted_cities table: 

City Country Latitude Longitude 

Aberdeen UK 57.14965 -2.099075 

Edinburgh UK 55.95206 -3.19648 

Glasgow UK 55.86515 -4.25763 

Belfast UK 54.60787 -5.926437 

Manchester UK 53.48095 -2.23743 

Liverpool UK 53.41058 -2.97794 

Birmingham UK 52.48142 -1.89983 

London UK 51.509865 -0.118092 

Cardiff UK 51.481583 -3.17909 

Plymouth UK 50.37629 -4.143841 

Note: For documentation purposes, the query output has been put into tabular format. 

3. The LOCAL CROSS JOIN starts at the northernmost city (Aberdeen) and returns the distance to 
each of the next two cities to the south. It then repeats the process for all the other cities in the 
table. The results are: 

t2.City:Text t1.City:Text _A3:Double 
Aberdeen Edinburgh 105.58287452365869 
Aberdeen Glasgow 163.26907170865488 
Edinburgh Glasgow 69.2056915363189 
Edinburgh Belfast 197.79146455624402 
Glasgow Belfast 135.81229440074895 
Glasgow Manchester 203.12496650795308 
Belfast Manchester 250.724111460951 
Belfast Liverpool 206.8505210952978 
Manchester Liverpool 48.34999290580015 
Manchester Birmingham 68.57532777865691 
Liverpool Birmingham 92.51173227578552 
Liverpool London 223.20140716922006 
Birmingham London 131.9116833727264 
Birmingham Cardiff 105.53602675001899 
London Cardiff 198.9733639819479 
London Plymouth 271.8496033643715 
Cardiff Plymouth 95.3622720870486 

4. The UNREGISTER command returns the result "removed", to confirm that the temporary table 
has been successfully unregistered. 
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We can then use the results of the LOCAL CROSS JOIN query to plan the route below: 
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Using First Join 

SQL Extension: FIRST JOIN 

When you join left and right tables, there can be multiple matches for each row on the left with rows 
from the right. If all you want to do is identify which elements on the left have matches on the right, 
joining multiple matches can consume a lot of resources. To avoid this you can use a FIRST JOIN. This 
joins a row on the left to the first row that matches on the right, then moves on to the next row. This 
type of join guarantees that the size of the joined table can be no larger than the size of the table on 
the left. 

This type of join is a useful way to manage the size of the join, but it also gives you a very efficient 
way to compute certain types of "EXISTS" queries. 

The basic syntax for a FIRST JOIN is: 

SELECT <selection> 

     FROM <table 1> 

          FIRST JOIN <table 2> 

          ON <condition>; 

Example 1: 

SELECT certificate_type, policy_status, year_of_manufacture 

     FROM docproject.fiatpol71 AS t1 

          FIRST JOIN docproject.fordpol71 AS t2 

          ON t1.certificate_type=t2.certificate_type; 

This returns: 

certificate_type:Text,policy_status:Text,year_of_manufacture:Integer 
addition (endorsement),confirmed business,1965 
automatic renewal,confirmed business,1970 
automatic renewal,confirmed business,1970 
cancellation,confirmed business,1971 
cancellation,cancelled from inception,1968 
cancellation,cancelled from inception,1968 
cancellation,confirmed business,1968 
cancellation,confirmed business,1968 
cancellation,confirmed business,1970 
cancellation,confirmed business,1970 
cancelled from inception,cancelled from inception,1968 
cancelled from inception,cancelled from inception,1968 
new,confirmed business,1970 
new,confirmed business,1970 
new,confirmed business,1971 
new,confirmed business,1971 
regular renewal,confirmed business,1971 
regular renewal,confirmed business,1968 
regular renewal,confirmed business,1968 
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The two tables used in the example contain extracts from the motor policies database. These contain 
all the records with a year of manufacture earlier than 1972, for the manufacturers Fiat and Ford 
respectively. 

The table on the left (Fiat) contains 19 records and the table on the right (Ford) contains 199 records. 
The query therefore returns no more than 19 records. As all records in the Fiat table have at least 
one match in the Ford table, the query returns 19 results. 

Example 2: 

The second example uses a similar join, but this time the table on the right (BMW) contains only 13 
records and the tables are joined on the year of manufacture: 

SELECT certificate_type, policy_status, year_of_manufacture 

     FROM docproject.fiatpol71 AS t1 

          FIRST JOIN docproject.bmwpol71 AS t2 

          ON t1.year_of_manufacture=t2.year_of_manufacture; 

In this join only 10 of the records in the Fiat table are matched by records in the BMW table, so the 
query returns 10 results. 

certificate_type:Text,policy_status:Text,year_of_manufacture:Integer 
new,confirmed business,1970 
new,confirmed business,1970 
automatic renewal,confirmed business,1970 
automatic renewal,confirmed business,1970 
cancellation,confirmed business,1970 
cancellation,confirmed business,1970 
regular renewal,confirmed business,1971 
cancellation,confirmed business,1971 
new,confirmed business,1971 
new,confirmed business,1971 

Note: This example is used again for the FIRST LEFT JOIN in the next section, to demonstrate the 
difference in the results. 
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Using First Left Join 

SQL Extension: FIRST LEFT JOIN 

A FIRST LEFT JOIN combines a FIRST JOIN with a LEFT OUTER JOIN. This means that each row on the 
left is joined only to the first matching row on the right, and any rows on the left that don’t match 
any on the right are joined to null values. This guarantees that the size of the join has exactly the 
same number of rows as the table on the left of the join. 

The basic syntax for a First Left Join is: 

SELECT <selection> 

     FROM <table 1> 

          FIRST LEFT JOIN <table 2> 

          ON <condition>; 

Example: 

This example is the same as Example 2 in the previous section, but this time using a FIRST LEFT JOIN 
instead of a FIRST JOIN: 

SELECT certificate_type, policy_status, year_of_manufacture 

     FROM docproject.fiatpol71 AS t1 

          FIRST LEFT JOIN docproject.bmwpol71 AS t2 

          ON t1.year_of_manufacture=t2.year_of_manufacture; 

This returns: 

certificate_type:Text,policy_status:Text,year_of_manufacture:Integer 
new,confirmed business,1970 
new,confirmed business,1970 
automatic renewal,confirmed business,1970 
automatic renewal,confirmed business,1970 
cancellation,confirmed business,1970 
cancellation,confirmed business,1970 
regular renewal,confirmed business,1971 
cancellation,confirmed business,1971 
new,confirmed business,1971 
new,confirmed business,1971 
regular renewal,confirmed business,1968 
regular renewal,confirmed business,1968 
cancellation,cancelled from inception,1968 
cancellation,cancelled from inception,1968 
cancelled from inception,cancelled from inception,1968 
cancelled from inception,cancelled from inception,1968 
cancellation,confirmed business,1968 
cancellation,confirmed business,1968 
addition (endorsement),confirmed business,1965 

The first 10 results are the same as for the FIRST JOIN query (see previous page). The next nine 
results (shown in bold type) have no matches in the table on the right, so they are joined to NULL 
values and returned in the result set. 
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Note 1: When you use a FIRST LEFT JOIN, the rows that are joined to NULL values (i.e. the orphans) 
always appear at the end of the results, because they are added after the ordinary join is complete. 

Note 2: This example is used again for the ORPHAN JOIN in the next section, to demonstrate that the 
results returned by an ORPHAN JOIN correspond to the difference in results between a FIRST JOIN 
and a FIRST LEFT JOIN. 
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Using an Orphan Join 

Bloomfire article 1: https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1364544-orphan-join 

Bloomfire article 2: https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1364572-powerful-data-preparation-from-
combining-orphan-joins-and-conditional-joins 

SQL Extension: ORPHAN JOIN 

When you join two tables in SQL, an "orphan" is a row on the left that fails to join with any row on 
the right. In a standard SQL join these "orphan" rows are not returned. However, the Hull release of 
Zizo introduced support for an "ORPHAN JOIN" join in Zizo SQL. 

The basic syntax for an Orphan Join is: 

SELECT <selection> 

     FROM <table 1> 

          ORPHAN JOIN <table 2> 

          ON <condition>; 

This returns a subset of <table 1> that is only the rows that could not be joined to <table 2>. 

You could compute the same thing by doing a LEFT OUTER JOIN followed by a selection and a 
restriction, but using an ORPHAN JOIN is more elegant. It is also much more efficient in terms of 
both memory and time. 

Note: If you need to know the rows from <table 2> that did not match with any rows in 
<table 1>, then you can get these by doing the join the other way round: 

SELECT * 

     FROM <table 2> 

          ORPHAN JOIN <table 1> 

          ON <condition>; 

Orphan joins are particularly useful for finding redundant or invalid records. 

Example: 

This example is the same as the Example in the previous section, but this time using an ORPHAN JOIN 
instead of a FIRST LEFT JOIN: 

SELECT certificate_type, policy_status, year_of_manufacture 

     FROM docproject.fiatpol71 AS t1 

          ORPHAN JOIN docproject.bmwpol71 AS t2 

          ON t1.year_of_manufacture=t2.year_of_manufacture; 

https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1364544-orphan-join
https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1364572-powerful-data-preparation-from-combining-orphan-joins-and-conditional-joins
https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1364572-powerful-data-preparation-from-combining-orphan-joins-and-conditional-joins
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This returns: 

certificate_type:Text,policy_status:Text,year_of_manufacture:Integer 
new,confirmed business,1970 
regular renewal,confirmed business,1968 
regular renewal,confirmed business,1968 
cancellation,cancelled from inception,1968 
cancellation,cancelled from inception,1968 
cancelled from inception,cancelled from inception,1968 
cancelled from inception,cancelled from inception,1968 
cancellation,confirmed business,1968 
cancellation,confirmed business,1968 
addition (endorsement),confirmed business,1965 

The query returns all the results in the table on the left that have no matches in the table on the 
right. These are the same as the results that are joined to NULL values by a FIRST LEFT JOIN, as 
highlighted in bold in the example in the previous section They demonstrate that the results 
returned by an ORPHAN JOIN correspond to the difference in results between a FIRST JOIN and a 
FIRST LEFT JOIN. 
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Creating and Using a Function 

SQL Extension: CREATE FUNCTION … AS 

The CREATE FUNCTION SQL extension allows you to define a new function that can be used as part 
of a subsequent SQL statement. 

For example, a common issue with SQL is that if you sum an empty list of records, the result is NULL. 
If you want the result to be 0 instead, you need to convert it. You can create a function to do this, 

then use that function whenever you need to do the conversion in subsequent queries in the same 
script. 

This is demonstrated in the following example: 

CREATE FUNCTION SUMX(x) AS let y=SUM(x) in if(y,y,0); 

This function defines a new aggregate called SUMX that computes the sum as normal and then, if the 
result is null, it returns 0. 

We can now use this function in the query below: 

SELECT 

          SUMX(nominal_net_premium), 

          SUMX(indexed_net_premium) 

     FROM training.policies 

     WHERE manufacturer='Ferrari'; 

The results are: 

done:Boolean 
true 
_A1:Double,_A2:Double 
0,0 

The training.policies table contains no records for the manufacturer 'Ferrari', but instead of 
the results being returned as NULL, they are returned as 0. 

As you can see, the output returns a line that tells you whether the function was successfully created, 
as well as returning the results of applying the function. If CREATE FUNCTION is not supported in 
the release of Zizo that you are using, or an error occurs when creating function, the result will be 
'false'. 
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Creating and Using Measures Sets 

The Zizo SQL Measures functions provide a means to simplify the maintenance and readability of SQL 
code that is used mainly for data processing rather than querying. Measures allow you to break down 
a large SQL statement into a sequence of smaller statements that are easier to understand and test. 

The Measures functions can only be run against an SQL service that is persistent. You create a set of 
measures and then run them in the same session, so the queries must all be directed at the same 
service. 

A measure is an aggregate that can be run against the data. First you define a name for the set of 
measures, then you add individual measures to the set. You can then run the series of measures as 
required. 

The available Measures Set functions are: 

• CREATE MEASURES SET 

Use this function to create the measures set name. See SQL Extension: CREATE MEASURES SET on 
page 79. 

• ADD MEASURE 

Use this function to add an individual measure to the measures set. See SQL Extension: ADD 
MEASURE on page 80. 

• SELECT MEASURES SET 

Use this function to select the measures set and specify the table that you are applying the 
measures to. See SQL Extension: SELECT MEASURES SET on page 80. 

• INLINE MEASURE 

Use this function to include one measure as part of another measure. See SQL Extension: INLINE 
MEASURE on page 81. 

• HIDE MEASURE 

Use this function to prevent a named measure from appearing in the final results. See SQL 
Extension: HIDE MEASURE on page 83. 

SQL Extension: CREATE MEASURES SET 

To create a set of measures, you first define a name for the set. The syntax to do this is: 

CREATE MEASURES SET <measures set name>; 

For example: 

CREATE MEASURES SET doctest; 
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SQL Extension: ADD MEASURE 

Once you have defined the name for your set of measures, you can start adding individual measures 
to the set. The syntax to do this is: 

ADD MEASURE <measure> 

     [AS <measure name>] 

     TO <measures set name>; 

The "AS <measure name>" is optional. Without it, Zizo will produce a unique name for the 
measure: 

• If the measure is an existing column, then the name will be the same as the column name. 

• If the measure is an aggregate etc., Zizo will choose a name such as "_f1". 

For example: 

ADD MEASURE 

          SUM(nominal_net_premium) 

          WHERE manufacturer='BMW' 

     AS sum1 

     TO doctest; 

SQL Extension: SELECT MEASURES SET 

Once you have defined the full measures set, you simply select the measures set, together with the 
name of the table that you are applying the measures to. The syntax to do this is: 

SELECT MEASURES SET <measures set name> 

FROM <table>; 

For example, you could create the following measures set: 

CREATE MEASURES SET doctest; 

ADD MEASURE 

          SUM(nominal_net_premium) 

          WHERE manufacturer='BMW' 

     AS sum1 

     TO doctest; 

ADD MEASURE 

          SUM(nominal_net_premium) 

          WHERE manufacturer='Ford' 

     AS sum2 

     TO doctest; 

ADD MEASURE 

          SUM(nominal_net_premium) 

          WHERE manufacturer='Subaru' 

     AS sum3 

     TO doctest; 

To apply this measures set to the training.policies table, the command is: 

SELECT MEASURES SET doctest FROM training.policies; 
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If the measures are applied successfully, the output is: 

done:Boolean 
true 
done:Boolean 
true 
done:Boolean 
true 
done:Boolean 
true 
sum1:Double, sum2:Double, sum3:Double 
6211918.819999987,1.7485688699999593E7,5.6925705020001665E7 

As you can see, you get an output for each line in the measures set. This enables you to see whether 
the measures set has been created successfully. If measures sets are not supported in the release of 
Zizo that you are using, or an error occurs with any of the lines that create the measures set, the 
result will be 'false'. 

The statements in the measures set defined above, together with the statement to apply those 
measures, are equivalent to the following SQL query: 

SELECT 

          SUM(nominal_net_premium) 

          WHERE manufacturer='BMW' 

     AS sum1, 

          SUM(nominal_net_premium) 

          WHERE manufacturer='Ford' 

     AS sum2 

          SUM(nominal_net_premium) 

          WHERE manufacturer='Subaru' 

     AS sum3 

     FROM training.policies; 

SQL Extension: INLINE MEASURE 

A further type of measure that you can use is an Inline Measure. This allows you to use one measure 
that you have created as part of another measure. The syntax to do this is: 

INLINE MEASURE <measure name> 

     USING <comma-separated list of measure names> 

     IN <measures set name>; 

For example, you could create the following measures set: 

CREATE MEASURES SET doctest2; 

ADD MEASURE manufacturer TO doctest2; 

ADD MEASURE COUNT(*) 

     AS mcount TO doctest2; 

ADD MEASURE SUM(nominal_net_premium) 

     AS sum_nnp TO doctest2; 

ADD MEASURE 

     manufacturer++' '++mcount.toString()++' '++sum_nnp.toString() 

     AS combined TO doctest2; 

INLINE MEASURE combined 

     USING mcount, sum_nnp IN doctest2; 
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The first three measures are similar to the ones in the previous example. 

The fourth measure creates a text string that summarises the other measures. It refers to the values 
of other aggregate columns inside the definition. SQL does not allow this kind of cross-referencing in 
an aggregate, but instead forces you to re-specify the aggregate each time it is used. For example, 
you would need to write something like (SUM(nominal_net_premium)).toString() each time. 
Not only is this more verbose, but it introduces the risk of changing one use of the measure and 
forgetting to change another. The INLINE MEASURE command helps you to avoid these limitations. 
This command performs the substitutions that convert the original statement into valid SQL, but 
keeps the appearance of only defining the measure once, so that you have a single point in the code 
where you need to make changes. 

To apply the example measures set to the training.policies table, the command is: 

SELECT MEASURES SET doctest2 

     FROM training.policies 

     GROUP BY manufacturer; 

The results are: 

done:Boolean 
true 
done:Boolean 
true 
done:Boolean 
true 
done:Boolean 
true 
done:Boolean 
true 
value:Text 
"manufacturer++"" ""++COUNT(*).toString()++"" 
""++SUM(nominal_net_premium).toString() AS combined" 
manufacturer:Text, mcount:BIGINT, sum_nnp:Double, combined:Text 
0,1024,6524076.560000002,0 1024 6524076.560000002 
100,4,1500.3600000000001,100 4 1500.3600000000001 
101,86,23972.000000000004,101 86 23972.000000000004 
366,70,12043.470000000001,366 70 12043.470000000001 
532,10,1017.3799999999999,532 10 1017.3799999999999 
620,4,3114.0699999999997,620 4 3114.0699999999997 
667,518,78808.35999999999,667 518 78808.35999999999 
712,142,89027.63000000002,712 142 89027.63000000002 
735,14,14734.940000000004,735 14 14734.940000000004 
749,7,2266.42,749 7 2266.42 
799,84,20587.040000000008,799 84 20587.040000000008 
910,34,6248.770000000001,910 34 6248.770000000001 
AlfaRomeo,7237,1880278.7600000019,AlfaRomeo 7237 1880278.7600000019 
Aston Martin,4584,2422200.930000006,Aston Martin 4584 422200.930000006 
Audi,27927,9684341.63,Audi 27927 9684341.63 
Austin-Morris,6807,1732186.000000007,Austin-Morris 6807 1732186.000000007 
Autobianchi,6258,1161612.6600000039,Autobianchi 6258 1161612.6600000039 
BMW,16223,6211918.819999987,BMW 16223 6211918.819999987 
... 
Volkswagen,51563,1.8011918159999415E7,Volkswagen 51563 1.8011918159999415E7 
Volvo,18607,6502996.889999927,Volvo 18607 6502996.889999927 
Yigor,19,20883.480000000003,Yigor 19 20883.480000000003 
Yondi,7155,3119174.9900000077,Yondi 7155 3119174.9900000077 
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As with the previous example, you get an output for each line in the measures set. This enables you 
to see whether the measures set has been created and applied successfully. 

Note that there are four columns in the results when you select the Measures Set. The first three 
columns are the first three measures that were created, and the fourth (with the grey shading) is the 
combined Inline Measure. You can see that this is a single column because it does not contain any 
commas between the values. 

If you want only the combined Inline Measure, you can use the HIDE MEASURE statement, as 
described in the next subsection. 

SQL Extension: HIDE MEASURE 

If you want to stop a named measure from appearing in the final results, you can hide that measure. 
The syntax to do this is: 

HIDE MEASURE <measure_name> 

     IN <measures set name>; 

When you hide a measure, it is still part of the Measures Set, so you can use it as part of an inlined 
function. 

For example, to hide all but the Inline Measure in the previous example, you could add the following 
lines to the Measures Set: 

HIDE MEASURE manufacturer IN doctest2; 

HIDE MEASURE mcount IN doctest2; 

HIDE MEASURE sum_nnp IN doctest2; 

The full Measures Set script now looks like this: 

CREATE MEASURES SET doctest2; 

ADD MEASURE manufacturer TO doctest2; 

ADD MEASURE COUNT(*) 

     AS mcount TO doctest2; 

ADD MEASURE SUM(nominal_net_premium) 

     AS sum_nnp TO doctest2; 

ADD MEASURE 

     manufacturer++' '++mcount.toString()++' '++sum_nnp.toString() 

     AS combined TO doctest2; 

INLINE MEASURE combined 

     USING mcount, sum_nnp IN doctest2; 

HIDE MEASURE manufacturer 

     IN doctest2; 

HIDE MEASURE mcount 

     IN doctest2; 

HIDE MEASURE sum_nnp 

     IN doctest2; 

SELECT MEASURES SET doctest2 

     FROM training.policies 

     GROUP BY manufacturer; 
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The results are now: 

done:Boolean 
true 
done:Boolean 
true 
done:Boolean 
true 
done:Boolean 
true 
done:Boolean 
true 

value:Text 
"manufacturer++"" ""++COUNT(*).toString()++"" 
""++SUM(nominal_net_premium).toString() AS combined" 
done:Boolean 
true 
done:Boolean 
true 
done:Boolean 
true 
Text:combined 
0 1024 6524076.560000002 
100 4 1500.3600000000001 
101 86 23972.000000000004 
366 70 12043.470000000001 
532 10 1017.3799999999999 
620 4 3114.0699999999997 
667 518 78808.35999999999 
712 142 89027.63000000002 
735 14 14734.940000000004 
749 7 2266.42 
799 84 20587.040000000008 
910 34 6248.770000000001 
AlfaRomeo 7237 1880278.7600000019 
Aston Martin 4584 2422200.930000006 
Audi 27927 9684341.63 
Austin-Morris 6807 1732186.000000007 
Autobianchi 6258 1161612.6600000039 
BMW 16223 6211918.819999987 
... 
Volkswagen 51563 1.8011918159999415E7 
Volvo 18607 6502996.889999927 
Yigor 19 20883.480000000003 
Yondi 7155 3119174.9900000077 

After hiding the three named measures, the final results show only the combined Inline Measure 
(indicated by the grey shading). 
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Registering a Temporary Table or View 

SQL Extensions: REGISTER/UNREGISTER 

When you query a table or view using Zizo SQL, that table or view needs to be registered in Zizo. If 
you create a temporary table or view that you only need for your current session, you can register it 
temporarily so that you can access it in subsequent SQL statements, then unregister it when you 
have finished using it. 

Note: All temporarily registered tables and views are automatically unregistered when the session 
ends. 

The syntax for registering and unregistering a temporary table or view is: 

REGISTER <query> 

AS <temp table name>; 

UNREGISTER <temp table name>; 

For example, the script below registers three different temporary tables and then unregisters them 
at the end: 

REGISTER (SELECT * FROM training.policies 

          WHERE manufacturer='Autobianchi') 

AS temp1; 

REGISTER (SELECT * FROM training.policies 

          WHERE manufacturer='BMW') 

AS temp2; 

REGISTER (SELECT * FROM training.policies 

          WHERE manufacturer='Ford') 

AS temp3; 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM temp1; 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM temp2; 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM temp3; 

 

UNREGISTER temp1; 

UNREGISTER temp2; 

UNREGISTER temp3; 

This returns: 

_A1:BIGINT 
6258 
_A1:BIGINT 
16223 
_A1:BIGINT 
54447 
 
result:Text 
removed 
result:Text 
removed 
result:Text 
removed 
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The query returns an output for each line in the script. This enables you to see whether the table or 
view has been successfully registered and then subsequently unregistered. The REGISTER command 
returns the table that it has registered, and the UNREGISTER command returns an artificial table 
containing the text "removed". 

The preceding example demonstrates very simple queries against temporarily registered tables. 
More typically you would use such tables in more complex queries, particularly queries that join 
temporary tables to each other or to permanent tables. 

For example, you could specify the following commands in an SQL script: 

SELECT manufacturer, SUM(nominal_net_premium) 

     FROM (REGISTER (SELECT * FROM training.policies 

                     WHERE year_of_manufacture=1993) 

           AS training.y93) 

     GROUP BY manufacturer; 

SELECT SUM(indexed_net_premium) FROM training.y93; 

UNREGISTER training.y93; 

The first query tabulates the manufacturer and total premium for all the policies of vehicles 
manufactured in 1993, then it also registers that subset so that you can use the same subset in the 
next query. 

The example script above returns: 

manufacturer:Text,_A2:Double 
799,17010.920000000006 
AlfaRomeo,121891.42 
Aston Martin,578813.4599999994 
Audi,201464.38999999984 
Autobianchi,15050.510000000004 
BMW,244573.2599999999 
Buick,189456.49 
... 

Unclassified,-978265.8100000015 
Volkswagen,1010501.9200000003 
Volvo,487837.49999999977 
 
_A1:Double 
1.3044852850000156E7 
 
result:Text 
removed 
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Zizo Extension to the UNION Syntax 

SQL Extension: UNION 

Zizo SQL supports an extension to the "UNION" syntax that enables you to UNION two tables and 
then apply your query to the results of the UNION. 

The standard SQL UNION operator combines the results of two or more SELECT statements, omitting 
any duplicate rows. This means that if a specific row is returned by one SELECT statement, the same 
row will not be returned by the other SELECT statement. 

The standard SQL syntax for a UNION takes the form: 

(SELECT <selection> 

     FROM <table 1> 

          [WHERE <expression>]) 

UNION [DISTINCT] 

(SELECT <selection> 

     FROM <table 2> 

          [WHERE <expression>]) 

This runs the two queries separately and then applies the UNION to the results. As the default 
behaviour of a UNION in SQL is "UNION DISTINCT", this eliminates any duplicates from the results. 

Zizo supports the standard SQL syntax given above, but also allows you to use the following syntax: 

SELECT <selection> 

     FROM <table 1> 

     UNION [DISTINCT] <table 2> 

          [WHERE ...] 

This syntax is specific to Zizo. The two tables are UNIONed first, then the query runs on the result of 
that UNION. When you use this syntax, the DISTINCT is applied to the UNION of the two tables, 
rather than to the final result set. This means that if either table contains duplicate records, or any 
records appear in both tables, the duplicates will not be returned in the results. 

Note: For both versions of the syntax, each SELECT must have the same structure. In other words, 
each SELECT must select the same number of columns or column expressions, the same sequence of 
columns or column expressions, and the same data types. 

The advantage of the Zizo syntax is that it is more flexible. For example, you could have a query such 
as: 

SELECT year_of_manufacture, manufacturer, COUNT(*) 

     FROM docproject.fiatpol71 

     UNION docproject.fordpol71 

          GROUP by year_of_manufacture, manufacturer; 

This is possible because the UNION is formed before the grouping. To get the same results using 
standard SQL syntax would require an inner query to get the data into the right shape to be grouped. 
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The example uses two tables, docproject.fiatpol71 and docproject.fordpol71, that 
contain subsets of the motor policies data. The two tables contain all records where the year of 
manufacture is 1971 or earlier for the manufacturers Fiat and Ford respectively. 

The results of the query are: 

year_of_manufacture:Integer,manufacturer:Text,_A3:BIGINT 
1901,Ford,2 
1956,Ford,2 
1961,Ford,5 
1965,Fiat,1 
1965,Ford,2 
1968,Fiat,8 
1968,Ford,12 
1969,Ford,34 
1970,Fiat,6 
1970,Ford,87 
1971,Fiat,4 
1971,Ford,55 
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Using the Zizo ROWS() Aggregate 

SQL Extension: ROWS() 

The Zizo ROWS() aggregate allows you to returns a Zizo LIST object that contains all the rows from a 
selected column. You can then use a range of different functions on that object. 

The simplest form of the ROWS() syntax is: 

SELECT ROWS(<column>) 

     FROM <table>; 

For example: 

SELECT ROWS(manufacturer) 

     FROM training.policies; 

The output is a list object, so the query returns: 

_A1List:(Text) 

The main use of the ROWS() aggregate is applying functions to the list object. For example, you could 
apply the following function to the list created above: 

SELECT 

     ROWS(manufacturer).select({ x => x.length()>4}).fold({ x,total 

          => total+x.length()}) 

     FROM training.policies; 

The result is: 

_A1:Double 
5542315.0 

The example function tells you the total number of characters in all the manufacturers whose names 
are more than 4 characters in length. You can apply many other types of functions to the list object. 
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Using the Zizo Commonest() Aggregate 

Bloomfire article: https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1434317-finding-the-commonest-item 

SQL Extension: COMMONEST() 

The HULL release of Zizo introduced the ability to execute a simple SQL query to enable you to find 
the commonest item in a group. This type of query can be expressed as: "for each customer I want to 
know which is the commonest product that they bought". This is quite difficult to achieve using 
standard SQL, but the Zizo SQL extension makes it very easy to achieve. 

The query below gives an approximation of how you would achieve the desired result using standard 
SQL: 

SELECT customer, 

    (SELECT item 

          FROM data.baskets AS t2 

          WHERE t.customer=t2.customer 

               GROUP BY name, item 

               ORDER BY COUNT(*) DESC 

               LIMIT 1) AS commonest_item 

     FROM data.baskets AS t 

     GROUP BY customer; 

This is neither simple nor intuitive. 

The equivalent query in Zizo would be: 

SELECT customer, 

          COMMONEST(item) AS commonest_item 

     FROM data.baskets 

     GROUP BY customer; 

This is much easier to read and doesn't require any nested subqueries or limits. 

The syntax for the COMMONEST() aggregate is: 

SELECT <selection>, 

          COMMONEST(<argument1>[,<argument2>[,<argument3>]]) 

     FROM <table> 

     GROUP BY <selection>; 

As you can see from the syntax, the COMMONEST() aggregate can take up to three arguments. These 
are explained in the examples below. 

https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1434317-finding-the-commonest-item
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Examples 

All the examples use a simple data set called training.baskets that contains some retail data. 

Example data set 

The query below selects all the data in the table: 

SELECT * 

     FROM training.baskets; 

The results, converted to tabular format, are: 

customer product quantity cost 

1001 beans 5 0.5 
1001 mushrooms 1 1.5 
1001 sausages 2 3.5 
1001 eggs 6 0.2 
1002 bread 2 0.9 
1002 butter 1 1.3 
1001 sausages 1 3.5 
1001 bread 2 0.9 
1002 jam 1 2.5 
1002 marmalade 2 3.0 
1003 kippers 2 6.0 
1003 bread 1 0.9 
1002 bread 1 0.9 
1002 salmon 1 2.75 
1001 beans 4 0.5 
1001 mushrooms 2 1.5 
1001 eggs 6 0.2 
1001 butter 1 1.3 

 
This table contains data for three different customers (1001, 1002 and 1003). For each customer the 
table contains rows of data representing sample baskets containing products, with a quantity and 
cost for each. 

Ordered data set contents 

The query below returns the results ordered by customer and product: 

SELECT * 

     FROM training.baskets 

     ORDER BY customer, product; 
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The ordered results, converted to tabular format, are: 

customer product quantity cost 

1001 beans 5 0.5 
1001 beans 4 0.5 
1001 bread 2 0.9 
1001 butter 1 1.3 
1001 eggs 6 0.2 
1001 eggs 6 0.2 
1001 mushrooms 1 1.5 
1001 mushrooms 2 1.5 
1001 sausages 2 3.5 
1001 sausages 1 3.5 
1002 bread 2 0.9 
1002 bread 1 0.9 
1002 butter 1 1.3 
1002 jam 1 2.5 
1002 marmalade 2 3.0 
1002 salmon 1 2.75 
1003 bread 1 0.9 
1003 kippers 2 6.0 

 
The ordered results are useful for checking the output from the COMMONEST() aggregate examples 
that follow. 

Example 1: COMMONEST(<entity>) 

The first example demonstrates how to use the COMMONEST() aggregate with a single argument, 
where the argument is the entity we are collecting over. 

The example query requests the item most commonly purchased by each customer (regardless of the 
quantity in each purchase): 

SELECT customer, 

          COMMONEST(product) 

     FROM training.baskets 

     GROUP BY customer; 

This produces the output: 

1001,beans 
1002,bread 
1003,bread 

You can verify this from the ordered results. 

Note that for customer 1003 there was a tie for commonest item (i.e. kippers and bread were each 
purchased once), so in this instance bread was selected. 
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Example 2: COMMONEST(<entity>) 

The next example uses the motor policies database to demonstrate that the <entity> can be an 
expression as well as a single field: 

SELECT year_of_manufacture, 

       COMMONEST(manufacturer.substring(0,1)) 

     FROM training.policies 

          WHERE year_of_manufacture>1989 

            AND year_of_manufacture<2000 

      GROUP BY year_of_manufacture; 

This query finds the commonest manufacturers' initial letter for each year of manufacture from 1990 
to 1999. The results are: 

Integer:year_of_manufacture,Text:_A2 
(1990,S) 
(1991,S) 
(1992,M) 
(1993,M) 
(1994,M) 
(1995,M) 
(1996,M) 
(1997,M) 
(1998,V) 
(1999,U) 

Example 3: COMMONEST(<entity>,<weight>) 

In the original example data set there is a quantity associated with each purchase. We can include 
this in the calculation by using the COMMONEST() aggregate with two arguments. The first argument 
is again an expression that is the entity we are collecting over, and the second is an expression that is 
the weight to be applied to each instance of the entity. 

The query is: 

SELECT customer, 

          COMMONEST(product,quantity) 

     FROM training.baskets 

     GROUP BY customer; 

In this example the entity (the first argument) is still the product, but the weight (the second 
argument) is the quantity of the product. 

The output from the query is: 

1001,eggs 
1002,bread 
1003,kippers 

We can see that for customer 1003, kippers have been chosen as the commonest item because the 
purchase quantity was 2. Similarly for customer 1001, eggs have been chosen as the commonest 
item because the total purchase quantity was 12. 
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Example 4: COMMONEST(<entity>,<weight>) 

The next example demonstrates how to use the second argument (<weight>) as an expression, 
rather than as a simple field. 

In this query we want to find out which item each customer spent most on. The query is: 

SELECT customer, 

          COMMONEST(product,quantity*cost) 

     FROM training.baskets 

     GROUP BY customer; 

This produces the output: 

1001,sausages 
1002,marmalade 
1003,kippers 

Example 5: COMMONEST(<number>,<entity>,<weight>) 

The final example demonstrates how to use the COMMONEST() aggregate with three arguments. The 
first argument with this syntax is the number of examples we want to be returned for each result. 

For this query we want to find the 3 products that each customer spent the most on, so we specify 
the first argument as '3'. The new query is: 

SELECT customer, 

          COMMONEST(3,product,quantity*cost) 

     FROM training.baskets 

     GROUP BY customer; 

This gives the result: 

1001,[sausages,mushrooms,beans] 
1002,[marmalade,salmon,bread] 
1003,[kippers,bread] 

Note that for customer 1003 there are only two items, because that customer has only two entries in 
the original data set. 
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Generating a Forecast 

Bloomfire article: https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1429821-making-forecasts-using-sql 

SQL Extension: FORECAST 

Zizo SQL supports the ability to make a forecast of future data values based on the values in a list. 
You can use FORECAST to: 

• Forecast a single value based on the selection. See Generating a single forecast below. 

• Forecast a selected number of steps and returns the results as a list. See Generating a forecast 
for a specified number of steps on page 97. 

• Forecast a selected number of steps over a specified time period and returns the results as a list. 
See Generating a forecast for a specified time period on page 100. 

Generating a single forecast 

The simplest form of forecast is forecasting a single value based on the data in the selection. The 
result of the forecast depends on whether the data values are numeric or non-numeric, and whether 
there is a recognisable pattern in the data. 

Syntax: 

FORECAST <selection> FROM <data> 

This forecasts and returns a single value. 

Generating a single forecast from a random list 

If there is no pattern in the data, the default strategy for the forecast is simply to copy the values 
that are in the data. For example, consider the following query: 

SELECT TOP 10 manufacturer 

     FROM training.policies; 

This returns: 

manufacturer:Text 
Mitsubishi 
Subaru 
Subaru 
Volkswagen 
Volkswagen 
Volkswagen 
Volkswagen 
Subaru 
Subaru 
Subaru 

https://zizo.bloomfire.com/posts/1429821-making-forecasts-using-sql
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There is no discernible pattern in the data, so the forecast will return the first value it finds in the 
data set. 

Applying a basic FORECAST to the same data values gives us: 

FORECAST * 

     FROM 

          (SELECT TOP 10 manufacturer 

           FROM training.policies); 

This returns the first value, which is: 

manufacturer:Text 
Mitsubishi 

Generating a single forecast from a repeating list 

If there is a recognisable pattern in the data, the forecast recognises the pattern and returns the next 
value. For example (using the Zizo expression system syntax), you could have a query such as: 

SELECT ['Sunday','Monday','Tuesday','Wednesday','Thursday','Friday', 

'Saturday','Sunday','Monday','Tuesday','Wednesday','Thursday', 

'Friday','Saturday','Sunday'].forecast() 

This returns the next value in the list, which is: 

Monday 

For the forecast function to recognise a repeating sequence, the data set must contain at least one 
full repeat of the sequence. 

If we remove the last two values from the previous query, so that the second sequence is 
incomplete, the query becomes: 

SELECT ['Sunday','Monday','Tuesday','Wednesday','Thursday','Friday', 

'Saturday','Sunday','Monday','Tuesday','Wednesday','Thursday', 

'Friday'].forecast() 

This is treated as a random list, so the result is the first value in the list: 

Sunday 

Generating a single forecast from a random series of numbers 

If the data set consists of a random series of numbers, the forecast will return an average value for 
the numbers in the list. For example, consider the query: 

SELECT TOP 10 cc 

     FROM training.policies 
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This returns: 

cc:Integer 
2200 
1600 
1600 
1100 
1100 
1100 
1100 
1600 
1600 
1600 

Applying a basic FORECAST to this query gives: 

FORECAST * 

     FROM 

          (SELECT TOP 10 cc 

           FROM training.policies); 

Since the values in the query are numeric and random, the forecast returns the average value for the 
data set: 

cc:Integer 
1460 

Generating a single forecast from a pattern of numbers 

If the data set consists of a recognisable pattern of numbers, the forecast will return the next number 
in the list. For example, consider the query: 

SELECT [10,20,30].forecast() 

The numbers in the list increase by 10 each time, so the forecast returns the value: 

40 

If the numbers in the list were instead [10,20,40], they would be treated as a random series, so 
the forecast would return the average, which is 23.33. 

Generating a forecast for a specified number of steps 

The second form of forecast is forecasting a number of steps based on the data in the selection. As 
with a single forecast, the results depend on whether the data values are numeric or non-numeric, 
and whether there is a recognisable pattern in the data. 

Syntax: 

FORECAST <selection> 

     FROM <data> 

FOR n STEPS 

This forecasts a selected number of steps and returns the results as a list. 
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Forecasting a number of steps from a random list 

If there is no pattern in the data, the forecast simply copies the values that are in the data. Using the 
same data as in Generating a single forecast from a random list on page 95, this time we will forecast 
the next three values, rather than a single value: 

FORECAST * 

     FROM 

          (SELECT TOP 10 manufacturer 

           FROM training.policies) 

FOR 3 STEPS; 

As there is no discernible pattern in the data, the forecast returns the first three values from the data 
set, which are: 

manufacturer:Text 
Mitsubishi 
Subaru 
Subaru 

Forecasting a number of steps from a repeating list 

If there is a recognisable pattern in the data, the forecast recognises the pattern and returns the next 
value. For example (using the Zizo expression system syntax), you could have a query such as: 

SELECT ['Sunday','Monday','Tuesday','Wednesday','Thursday','Friday', 

'Saturday','Sunday','Monday','Tuesday','Wednesday','Thursday', 

'Friday','Saturday','Sunday'].forecast(3) 

This returns the next three values from the list, which are: 

"[Monday,Tuesday,Wednesday]" 

The data set contains one full repeat of the sequence, so the forecast recognises the sequence and 
returns the next 3 values. 

If we remove the last two values from the previous query, so that the second sequence is 
incomplete, the query becomes: 

SELECT ['Sunday','Monday','Tuesday','Wednesday','Thursday','Friday', 

'Saturday','Sunday','Monday','Tuesday','Wednesday','Thursday', 

'Friday'].forecast(3) 

The data values no longer contain a full repeating sequence, so they are treated as a random list. The 
result is therefore the first 3 values in the list: 

"[Sunday,Monday,Tuesday]" 
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Forecasting a number of steps from a random series of numbers 

If the data set consists of a random series of numbers, the forecast returns an average value for the 
numbers in the list. Using the same data as in Generating a single forecast from a random series of 
numbers on page 96, this time we will forecast the next five values, rather than a single value: 

FORECAST * 

     FROM 

          (SELECT TOP 10 cc 

           FROM training.policies) 

     FOR 5 STEPS; 

Since the values in the query are numeric and random, the forecast returns the same average value 
for each of the selected number of steps. The result is therefore: 

cc:Integer 
1460.0 
1460.0 
1460.0 
1460.0 
1460.0 

Forecasting a number of steps from a pattern of numbers 

If the data set consists of a recognisable pattern of numbers, the forecast returns the next 'n' 
numbers in the list. For example: 

SELECT [10,20,30].forecast(4) 

The numbers in the list increase by 10 each time, so the forecast returns the next 4 values: 

"[40,50,60,70]" 

If the numbers in the list were instead [10,20,40], they would be treated as a random series, so 
the forecast would return the average value of 23.33 for each of the requested 4 steps. 

The forecast function can also recognise steps that are not so obvious. For example: 

SELECT [2009,2009,2010,2010,2010,2010,2011,2011,2011,2011,2012,2012] 

.forecast(4) 

These numbers still contain a recognisable pattern, so the forecast is able to predict the next four 
values in the sequence as: 

"[2012,2012,2013,2013]" 
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Generating a forecast for a specified time period 

The third form of forecast is forecasting a number of steps over a specified time period. For time 
period forecasting, the data values must be numeric and the forecast must include a number of 
steps. 

Syntax: 

FORECAST <selection> 

     FROM <data> 

FOR n STEPS 

WHERE timeSeries.period=t 

This forecasts a selected number of steps over a specified time period and returns the results as a 
list. The time period is used as a hint to tell the system to base its forecast on a time period of that 
length. 

Time period forecasting 

A time period forecast will look for trends in the data and build the forecast from the data. For 
example, consider the following values: 

[1,5,4,2,2,6,5,3] 

Using the Zizo expression system syntax, we can request a forecast using the query: 

SELECT [1,5,4,2,2,6,5,3].forecast(4,[timeSeries.period=4]) 

Rounding the results to two decimal places, the results are: 

"[2.14,7.86,6.43,3.57]" 

When shown as a bar chart, the original numbers are represented by the blue bars in the chart 
below, with the forecast results represented by the pink bars: 
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As the forecast is based on a time period of 4, this gives us two blocks of 4 (1-4 and 5-8 on the bar 
chart). Based on these time periods, we can see that there is an upward trend in the data. The 
upward trend is reflected in the forecast, as shown by the pink bars in the chart. 

The time series is constructed in the classic way by assessing each major period and assigning a trend 
to it, then modelling the minor period by looking at the percentage contribution of that period to the 
total volume in the data. The forecast predicts the total volume in the next major period and then 
divides up the volume into the minor periods reflecting the past percentage. 

Time period forecasting applied to real data 

The previous subsection used a simple selection of numbers to demonstrate time period forecasting. 
We will now look at a more complex example that uses data from the motor policies database. 
Consider the following query: 

SELECT year(policy_start_date) AS yr, 

       int(month(policy_start_date)) AS mn, 

       COUNT(*) AS ct 

    FROM training.policies 

    WHERE year(policy_start_date)"<="1994 

    GROUP BY yr, mn 

This counts the number of policies for each month, for each year up to and including 1994. The 
results are: 

yr:Integer,mn:Integer,ct:BIGINT 
1993,1,13697 
1993,2,6310 
1993,3,6970 
1993,4,11575 
1993,5,7167 
1993,6,8080 
1993,7,8529 
1993,8,8981 
1993,9,13339 
1993,10,15926 
1993,11,13397 
1993,12,15746 
1994,1,30573 
1994,2,13669 
1994,3,15151 
1994,4,18784 
1994,5,14899 
1994,6,16083 
1994,7,15791 
1994,8,14856 
1994,9,14065 
1994,10,17009 
1994,11,14835 
1994,12,17485 
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If we want to forecast the number of policies for the next 6 months based on the previous results, we 
can run the query: 

FORECAST yr, mn, round(ct) 

     FROM 

          (SELECT year(policy_start_date) AS yr, 

                  int(month(policy_start_date)) AS mn, 

                  COUNT(*) AS ct 

          FROM training.policies 

          WHERE year(policy_start_date)"<="1994 

          GROUP BY yr, mn) 

     FOR 6 STEPS 

     WHERE timeSeries.period=12 

The inner query is identical to the previous one and the forecasts are worked out from it. The time 
series period tells the system to base its forecast on a time series of length 12. 

The results are: 

yr:Integer,mn:Integer,_A3:BIGINT (Actual values) 
1995,1,36792  47007 
1995,2,16604  17591 
1995,3,18384  16866 
1995,4,25231  21611 
1995,5,18339  16438 
1995,6,20082  15114 

We can compare these results to the actual values shown in the shaded column at the right. 

The forecast gives a reasonable prediction of the actual values, based on the previous two years' 
worth of data. We can see this graphically in the charts below. 

The first chart shows the actual and forecast values for all 30 months: 
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The next chart shows the forecast and actual values for only the first 6 months of 1995. It is easier to 
see at this scale how well the forecast matches the actual values. 
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Using a jar File to Extend Processing 

Capabilities 

SQL Extension: USING <jar file> 

Zizo SQL allows you to load a selected jar file into the environment before running a piece of SQL, to 
extend the processing capabilities of your SQL queries for the duration of your session. 

The syntax is: 

USING "<jar file>" 

SELECT <query>; 

Below is an example of the USING statement: 

USING "data/chess/state-machine-types" 

SELECT piece, 

     FSA("data/chess/count_moves.sm".asFilePath().readStateMachine()) 

     FROM 

        (SELECT * FROM chess WHERE piece IS NOT NULL) GROUP BY piece; 

This example loads a jar file called "state-machine-types.jar" from the directory 
"data/chess". This jar extends the type system to add a finite state automaton as a new aggregate. 
In the example, this tracks the movements of a single chess piece in a chess game. 

The "USING <jar file>" SQL extension makes it possible to transform a table of events in the Zizo 
database into a table of tracks, which is better suited for analysis. This capability enables you to 
dynamically extend the database’s processing capabilities with features like state machines. 

About the jar file format 

The format for the jar file is as follows: 

• It must be a standard jar containing any class files required for the extended functionality. 

• It must contain any additional file roles/<name>.xml, where <name> is the same as the name 
of the jar you are importing. 
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Below is the XML from the file used in the state-machine-types example: 

<decsim:typeSystem name="State Machines"> 

  <decsim:typeList> 

    <decsim:type name="StateMachine" colour="0x22e022"> 

      <decsim:classList> 

        <decsim:class 

name="com.decsim.fw.expressions.statemachines.shared.LoadableStateMac

hine"/> 

      </decsim:classList> 

      <decsim:documentation> 

        Type used to represent a state machine. 

      </decsim:documentation> 

    </decsim:type> 

  </decsim:typeList> 

 

  <decsim:methodList> 

    <decsim:extensionMethods type="File"   

class="com.decsim.fw.expressions.statemachines.implementations.LoadSt

ateMachineFromFile"/> 

    <decsim:extensionMethods type="System" 

class="com.decsim.zizodb.statemachines.implementations.Fsa"/> 

  </decsim:methodList> 

   

  <decsim:roleList> 

    <decsim:role 

role="com.decsim.fw.expressions.statemachines.shared.LoadableStateMac

hine" 

class="com.decsim.fw.expressions.statemachines.implementations.Expres

sionStateMachine"/> 

  </decsim:roleList> 

</decsim:typeSystem 

This is an extension to the type system being used by SQL. In this example the extension does the 
following:  

• It declares a new type called "StateMachine" and associates a Java interface with 
implementations of this type. 

• It adds a new method to the "File" type to load a state machine from a File. 

• It adds a new method to the System type. This method is the function "Fsa", which is used as an 
aggregate in the example. The Java class contains an annotation that tells the SQL parser how to 
make this conversion. 

• It contains a new role of "LoadableStateMachine", which will be used when creating the 
statement from a file. 

Note how these declarations refer to classes found elsewhere in the Jar file. SQL will load these 
classes from the jar when they are needed. 
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ODBC 3.0 Escape Sequences 

Link: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/odbc/reference/develop-app/escape-sequences-in-odbc 

Zizo SQL supports ODBC 3.0 escape sequences, so Zizo queries can contain ODBC escaped syntax 
directly. The Zizo Database Service can therefore execute queries originating from an ODBC client, as 
well as queries containing ODBC escaped syntax. 

For example, the query below uses the escape sequence for date, time and timestamp literals, which 
is: 

{<type> '<value>'} 

The query is: 

SELECT policy_start_date, policy_end_date 

     FROM docproject.fiatpol71 

     WHERE policy_start_date>{d '1997-01-01'}; 

In this example the <type> is "d" (date) and the <value> is '1997-01-01'. 

The results are: 

policy_start_date:Date,policy_end_date:Date 
1997-03-01,1998-02-28 
1997-03-01,1998-02-28 
1997-03-01,1998-02-28 
1997-03-01,1998-02-28 
1997-03-01,1998-02-28 
1997-03-01,1998-02-28 
1997-03-01,1998-02-28 
1997-03-01,1998-02-28 

Note: As ODBC supports functions in addition to those available through SQL-92, this means that Zizo 
also recognises and supports these additional functions in queries. For a full list of the ODBC scalar 
functions, see: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/odbc/reference/appendixes/appendix-e-scalar-functions 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/odbc/reference/develop-app/escape-sequences-in-odbc
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/odbc/reference/appendixes/appendix-e-scalar-functions
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